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This thesis aimed to make citizen development more familiar and help organizations 
see its potential. The topic is handled from the perspective of citizen developers and 
potential citizen developers. The article looks for ways to ensure their members become 
citizen developers by providing the right employee experience. 

Citizen development is a part of the ongoing digital transformation and is expected to 
spread in the future. Citizen developers can form a business-led IT, which by creating 
technical solutions to their specific needs, will take on the part of tasks currently in IT’s 
backlog.  

To ensure citizen development will spread in a company, its leaders will need to invest 
in creating a psychologically safe, motivating, and resilient culture. They will also need 
to build structures that support the citizen development movement. IT will need to have 
a role in the endeavor as an enabler. They will need to provide citizen developers with a 
safe environment for development. Only then the development made by those working 
outside IT will become sustainable. 

The interviews section includes narrative stories of eight people with diverse 
backgrounds. Some of them work currently as citizen developers, some have in the 
past, and some are potential developers whose employee experience has negatively 
impacted their willingness to develop. 

The action research was the chosen method for this research, and based on findings on 
the literature review and interviews, a web page was created. The page includes three 
sections. 1. General information about citizen development. 2. Introductions to potential 
citizen developers. 3. Introductions to company leaders and HR. The website address is 
https://sites.google.com/view/kansalaiskehittaminen. This page was created for Finnish 
organizations, and therefore the language is Finnish. Also, a network for citizen 
developers was created for LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9104446/. Citizen 
development was discussed and marketed via LinkedIn posts. 

The website and the group were shared via LinkedIn posts, and they will be 
communicated directly to selected IT consultancies and different publications.  

Keywords 
Citizen development, employee experience, intrinsic motivation, democratizing 
development, Digital transformation, Organizational culture.  
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1 Introduction 

This master’s thesis is action research on how companies can make sure they succeed in 

citizen development. The result of the research will be shared with company leaders, HR, 

and potential citizen developers and those who already identify themselves as citizen 

developers via a website (Appendix 6.).  

Digitalization and the 4th industrial revolution are disrupting the companies' needs for IT 

development, and the customers are expecting increasingly fast service and better 

products from companies. However, there is a shortage of IT professionals and fierce 

competition in the labor market for hiring them. Therefore, companies will need to make 

changes to their development processes. Citizen development can help them meet the 

customer’s needs and make sure they provide their customers more value than the 

competition. It can also help them manage better to meet the needs of their business 

professionals.  

Citizen developers are those employees, or consultants, working for the company outside 

the IT department, who experience work inefficiencies first-hand. In citizen development, 

they are given the authority to create value-adding solutions with different software 

applications. Most citizen developers nowadays use no-code or low-code platforms 

selected by the company, but in the past, they were the Excel wizards of the team. 

Citizen development is a foreign word for many people, and the value and opportunities 

citizen development brings to companies are not yet appropriately recognized. Many 

companies do not even realize that they have had citizen developers working in their 

teams for a long time, and neither often do the citizen developers themselves. Chapter 

three aims to help companies create an employee experience and organization culture, in 

which the citizen development movement will accelerate, and chapter two demonstrates 

the benefits the companies will get for doing so.  

The citizen development movement is ongoing. However, without companies 

understanding the needs of this movement and the kind of environment knowledge 

workers can become citizen developers, they will not succeed in it. The author has a long 

experience of citizen development and brings to the notion that there is a gap in many 

companies’ employee experience. Those gaps will need to be filled before a company can 

fully utilize citizen development. 

For understanding the needs of citizen developers, I have conducted interviews with them. 

In chapter four, I have added their experiences in narratives and let them talk about their 
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experiences creating technical solutions while working in a business role. Some of my 

interviewees have not yet reached their full potential as citizen developers. I am 

discussing the reasons for it with them. I have also looked for solutions for making the 

organization's culture more innovative and supportive to citizen developers by interviewing 

an employee experience expert. Finally, to understand IT’s point of view, I have 

interviewed a technical architect whose work is influenced by citizen development. 

Based on the research, I have created a website for potential citizen developers and 

company leaders who act as the enablers of the citizen development movement. On the 

page, the leaders can find information on how they can succeed in implementing citizen 

development at the organization level, and the potential citizen developers get tips on how 

they can become developers.  

Citizen development will require continuous improvement, learning, and mastering 

changes. This research takes the perspective of citizen developers and potential citizen 

developers to present what kind of environment and tools empower them to make a 

difference. Creating applications requires an innovative mindset, courage to take an 

interpersonal risk, and a strong intrinsic motivation. In addition, it will require the right kind 

of employee experience and company culture, and bottom-up leadership.  

 

1.1 The Target Organization 

The commissioning party is Haaga-Helia’s collaboration project TT TOY. “Artificial 

Intelligence is coming” about how artificial intelligence will change work in the 

transformation of work. Finnish Work Environment Fund funds the project, and the other 

parties in the project are the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, the City of Helsinki, 

and various trade unions. (Kärnä & Nikina-Ruohonen 2021) 

The project is linked to artificial intelligence and is done together with, for example, the 

Ulysseus European University in Spain. Another aim of the project is to boost productivity 

and wellbeing at work. That is done by increasing the understanding of modern 

technologies, such as AI (Artificial Intelligence) and RPA, but also the importance of 

learning in organizations. (Kärnä & Nikina-Ruohonen 2021) 

The project aims to understand the role of knowledge workers working in support 

functions and their potential to develop and create value with the new tools. Also, 

supporting knowledge workers in developing their roles to better meet the needs of 

digitalization is researched in this project. Increasing cross-function collaboration and 
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learning new ways of working will be required in the future, as will self-governing 

organizations. (Kärnä & Nikina-Ruohonen 2021) 

There is also an aim to research the upskilling and involve the experts in ways that will 

decrease their work strain and improve their work capability. The project is designed to 

build a pathway from traditional work roles towards community development, value 

creation, and meaningful work. (Kärnä & Nikina-Ruohonen 2021) 

I see that citizen development is intricately linked to the project's objectives since it is all 

about helping people reach their full potential. Moreover, the tools suited for citizen 

developers often have inbuilt AI capabilities such as text and image recognition, and by 

creating solutions with them, they can make a significant positive change for their own 

work or help others.  

 

1.2 Objectives 

My thesis will help companies and individual employees understand the opportunities 

citizen development brings and the prerequisites for successful implementation of citizen 

development. Citizen development allows companies' application development to become 

more agile and tailored and less costly. It, however, is not risk-free, and the selection of 

offered tools will have to be done together with the IT department. Furthermore, I will be 

looking for sustainable methods to ensure application continuity in case citizen developers 

exit the company. 

I will create an info website with sections for company leaders and HR, and potential 

citizen developers, and those who already act as citizen developers (Appendix 6). The site 

will be created from the point of view of potential citizen developers and those already 

developing. I aim to make their voices heard and identify their needs and find tools for 

employees to motivate them to become citizen developers.  

For company leaders, I will demonstrate points of view and tools for developing their 

employees' experience and company culture to meet the needs of citizen developers. In 

addition, I will be researching different subtopics of employee experience and company 

culture and how they affect employees’ willingness and skills for becoming citizen 

developers. Finally, I will instruct how citizen development can be done sustainably and 

ensure the continuity of applications if citizen developers exit the company.  
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I aim to find role models and success stories for future citizen developers on why to start 

developing. I will also help find training and other support online and examples of what 

kind of solutions they could create with their new skills.  

The objective of the research is to get answers to the below questions:  

RQ1. What kind of employee experience supports citizen development? 

RQ2. How to achieve such an employee experience? 

RQ3. How to become a citizen developer? 

RQ4. How to make sure the development made by citizen developers is sustainable? 

RQ5. What tools are available 

The chosen research methods are action research and theme interviews with citizen 

developers, IT professionals, and employee experience professionals.  

My assumptions before the research are:  

1. Some individuals will be developing their work because they enjoy it, and they 
would do it in any kind of environment.  

2. If the employee experience is not positive, they might not be sharing their 
solutions  

3. There is a tremendous unrecognized potential in knowledge workers.  
4. Citizen development is risky. 
5. Citizen developers within the company will be the best people to inspire other 

people to become citizen developers.  

6. Citizen development can be prevented by not giving the employees time to 
learn or develop.  

 

1.3 Action Research 

This thesis was created as qualitative research. The action research methods were 

followed but had to be modified due to the nature of this research. The citizen developers 

or the experts interviewed were not active participants in the development process, but 

their stories strongly influenced the outcome 

This thesis aims to bring forward the phenomena of citizen development and the change 

in software development in the future. Action research is used to gather information for the 

product, the website (Appendix 6) and tell citizen developers stories.  

The creation process of the website (Appendix 6) and this thesis were cyclical and 

included the steps in action research. In action research, the researcher belongs to the 

system in action research and is not an outsider (Anttila 1998). That is also a case for this 
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thesis. Even though it does not research people in any specific organization, it does 

research a group of people with similar backgrounds to the researcher. The inspiration for 

the research came from my own experiences as a citizen developer and observations I 

had made about employee experience and willingness to innovate and develop work. I 

realized that my background made me biased, and evaluating and reflecting everything 

through neutral lenses was essential during this project.  

I did profound research from literature and web sources to create a theory base to help 

me form a fact-based view on the topic instead of reflecting on my own experiences. I 

started planning the project based on my own experiences but modified the plan 

constantly while creating the theory. 

The first goal was to get sufficient information on the different topics linked to this thesis to 

conduct high-quality interviews with the citizen developers and the experts in employee 

experience and IT.  

In implementing the interviews, I worked at the agile method. My goal was to find as 

authentic stories of the interviewees as possible; therefore, the interview questions were 

often adjusted to fit the specific individual. The interviews are a way of participating citizen 

developers in building the website. The interviews' conclusions are used to decide the 

topics prioritized on the website.  

In action research, the data gathering is a collection of different methods (Anttila 1998). 

Information was needed for different stages of the project. In addition, the planning and 

building of the product often require other methods for data gathering. In this thesis, the 

primary sources for data have been literature, web articles, and theme interviews. 

Reflection was used for bringing forward the interviewees' experiences, views, 

observations, and assumptions on the topic.  
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2 Citizen Development 

Citizen development by Gartner is “A citizen developer is an employee who creates 

application capabilities for consumption by themselves or others, using tools not actively 

forbidden by IT or business units. A citizen developer is a persona, not a title or targeted 

role. They report to a business unit or function other than IT.” 

 

2.1 Why Citizen development? 

For organizations, the citizen developers can give a cost-effective approach to innovation 

and be a part of organic change across the business. Citizen developers are usually 

people who have a hands-on attitude, who are closest to the problem, and rather than 

accepting inefficiencies at their work, they try to find solutions to fix the issues if they have 

a mandate to do that. As an example, they can make changes that automate the 

mundane, time-consuming tasks from work, and people will be able to do more 

meaningful work, like the innovation of new products or adding real value to the 

customers. (PMI 2021, 23) 

In their article “Gartner Identifies the Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2020,” 

Gartner writes about the Democratization of Expertise. They forecasted that there would 

be four critical aspects on the future trend for democratization acceleration. They are data 

and analytics, the democratization of development, design, and knowledge. The 

democratization of design and knowledge are intricately linked to citizen development as 

by those Gartner means the no-code /low-code usage, and by the knowledge, they point 

to people working outside IT departments getting access to tools and expert systems not 

linked to their expertise and previous training. (Gartner 2019) 

The applications citizen developers can create for business are varied. They can be made 

for any region, industry, or organizational function. The apps are often designed for 

supporting tasks, which fall in a gap between used software applications. PMI (2021,11-

25) lists the benefits of citizen development across the organization.  

Table 1. Citizen development will benefit the whole organization, IT function, and 

individual citizen developers. (PMI 2021,11-25) 

Organization IT function Individuals 

Accelerates new product 
and service creation 

Frees up capacity in IT 
 

Fosters a culture of 
employment through 
autonomy and ownership 
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Drives more efficient 
processes and automated 
workflows. 

Mitigates the shadow IT 
risk and improves code 
quality 

Allows developers to make 
changes to applications in 
real-time 

Stimulates widespread 
innovation across the 
organization 

Elevates the role of IT as a 
safeguard for the 
organization 

Speeds up and simplifies 
turning ideas into apps 

Help cut costs and build 
resilience in volatile times 

Enhances reusability and 
reduces maintenance 
efforts 

Provides recognition and 
enhanced career prospects 

Expedites digital 
transformation and 
accelerates project-based 
working 

Increases transparency of 
application inventory 

Democratizes development 
for nonprofessional coders 

 
 

The organization will benefit from citizen development by decreasing the time between the 

idea and product or service creation. Citizen development will also ensure the work will 

become more efficient and streamlined, project-based, and successes will increase the 

willingness to innovate across the organization. By streamlining work and creating 

solutions, citizen developers will help companies save money and be readier in volatile 

times. (PMI 2021,11-25) 

IT will benefit from citizen development because their service will no longer be required to 

simple solutions. If they become a part of citizen development and enable it by providing 

citizen developers safe environments to develop, it will decrease the risk of shadow IT and 

make IT a safeguard for the organization. In addition, if the solutions developed by citizen 

developers become visible to IT, they will be able to reuse them. (PMI 2021,11-25) 

When citizen development is adequately led, the individual citizen developer enjoys 

autonomy and ownership for their work. The needed solutions can be built quickly after 

the need has been spotted without time-consuming requirements documenting. Citizen 

developers do not need to become professional coders, but their skills might open doors 

to new careers and recognition. (PMI 2021,11-25) 

Citizen development has not yet been researched widely, but the aspect of automating 

tasks and processes with robotic process automation has many similar outcomes as the 

automation created by citizen developers. Nenad Veselinovic’s Master’s thesis “Co-

Creating Knowledge Work Automation” (2017) researched how automation of knowledge 

work can be turned to a knowledge worker’s own advantage. Findings from the research 

were that the knowledge workers found having a virtual personal assistant positive and 

desirable. They saw that automation saved them time to innovate, improve their ability to 

work more, and have fun at work. They felt that in some cases, they could build simple 
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solutions themselves in the future, but it would require that the development would have 

been made easy. Reusable automation content, a building block of automation shared for 

everyone, would help them develop.  

2.1.1 Business-Led IT to Help with Growing IT-Backlog  

Business-led IT practices have frequently been growing within past years. In 2019 Gartner 

identified increasing spending of 36% in companies IT budget as the business units have 

taken over some of the application development from IT. However, the IT department 

must be involved in citizen development to prevent the birth of unwanted shadow IT 

(Wong 2017). According to Wong (2019), it is up to application leaders to help companies 

maximize the benefits for business and IT functions by assisting them to define, guide, 

and optimize citizen development.  

Customers and different stakeholders are increasingly expecting The IT departments to 

provide value to users faster (Gartner, Newsroom 2021). Citizen development will be able 

to prevent bottlenecks in software development caused by the growing backlog of the IT 

department (Waxer 2020). The business already requires custom software solutions to 

support them in digital transformation (Gartner, Newsroom 2021), and this has augmented 

the increase in citizen developers using low-code/no-code platforms to build applications 

using drag-and-drop (Waxer 2020). 

The development cycle of new IT solutions is speeding up constantly (Gartner, Newsroom 

2021). According to Waxer (2020), the “new normal,” meaning the COVID-19 pandemic 

and an increasing amount of remote work, has raised the need to scale the cloud 

infrastructure and design more customized solutions for specific pain points and tasks 

automation. To better meet the needs of remote work, there has been an increase in the 

creation of digital forms and task automation, otherwise difficult to handle from the remote 

workplace (Gartner, Newsroom 2021). Citizen development, which is often done with 

software available at the market, can create such solutions. Gartner expects that half of 

them will come from outside IT from all low-code software buyers by year-end 2025.  

The above table states that citizen development will “mitigate the shadow IT risk and 

improve code quality” (PMI 2021, 22-29). In Gartner’s expert on no-code and low-code 

and citizen development, James Wong (2019) introduces “Business-led IT.” Compared to 

shadow IT, business-led IT, which includes citizen development, if appropriately 

organized, is open and transparent from start to finish. Business-led IT also usually is 

much more of a collaborative effort between business and IT where appropriate standards 

and policies are applied (Wong 2019) 
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For the company to succeed in citizen development, it will need to be aware of its risks. 

Only when the IT department is active and aligned with the citizen development strategy, 

offers citizen developers approved tools and necessary connectors to business software 

can the application development by citizen developers be done safely. Companies will 

have to provide citizen developers with a centralized development environment, which the 

IT department controls. This safe development environment will create transparency and 

visibility to the existing applications and ensure the citizen developers are not using 

unauthorized applications for their development purposes. (PMI 2021, 22-29) 

Citizen development, however, will bring benefits to IT departments as well. Because 

people working at business functions can create solutions for their specific problems, the 

number of requests coming from business functions will decrease, as will the IT backlog. 

Not having an overload of work will allow IT to focus on more demanding, strategic 

endeavors. Duplicating the created solutions is relatively easy if modern no-code/low-code 

platforms are used. Having the ability to share the solutions will benefit many people than 

just the person creating the solution. By tracking the applications across the company, IT 

can identify a duplicate solution and minimize the development efforts. Sharing solutions 

will drive community collaboration and help companies to spread the benefits of citizen 

development. (PMI 2021, 22-29) 

Citizen developers will deliver value to the company’s digital transformation journey, as 

these two movements are very intricately linked. Gartner (Gartner, Newsroom 2021) 

expects that digital transformation will increase the quantity of citizen development and its 

applications. The applications created by citizen developers will act as good examples of 

use cases of no-code/low-code software applications for the rest of the organization. 

Though that to happen, it will require the right organizational culture, in which successes 

are made visible, recognized, and celebrated 

 

2.1.2 Who are Citizen Developers? 

“Citizen developers are people who are willing to make a change.” They can work for any 

company or any team. They are solution-driven people who can create ways to make 

work easier and more effective. Those solutions can be beneficial to themselves, their 

teams, departments, or customers. (Wong 2019) 

Citizen developers on their initiate craft their jobs to meet their hopes better. Job crafting 

will enable them to work with development tasks, find positive challenges or learn new 

skills and make them feel more engaged in their work (Lyytinen, Hakanen 2021). In 
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addition, they break the routines and challenge the old ways of working by creating 

solutions to reach the same goal, often more quickly and with less effort.  

Citizen developers should possess specific skills to succeed in the role.  

1. They should have a good understanding of and be good at recognizing the 
business needs.  

2. They will need to have a natural curiosity and problem-solving mentality and think 
outside of the box.  

3. Citizen development requires continuous learning, and a citizen developer will 
need to be willing to learn; even if the company cannot provide training, they are 
expected to teach themselves. 

4. They will need to be able to work independently and provide high-quality and 
creative solutions. In addition, they will need to in a way to sell themselves as a 
developer, due to a lack of former training. 

5. Citizen developers will need to be able to take constructive criticism. They will 
need to be able to take the feedback and develop their skills based on it. 

6. Citizen developers can be supported by providing them a role adjacency.  
7. The citizen developers will need to be passionate about their cause because there 

is a possibility that they will need to sell it to the organization or customers. (Watts 
2020) 
 

They are the people who demonstrate altruistic Organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) 

at work and are willing to go the extra mile and work more than their co-workers to learn 

and find solutions to problems. Citizen development is rarely a part of employees’ formal 

job description but is something people do out of their own interest and free will 

(Verlinden).  

Citizen development, or citizen IT, will need to be cultivated in the modern digital 

workplace, according to Wong (2019). In theory, any end-user can become a citizen 

developer if given an opportunity and if they are fit for the task, and that is why the number 

of potential citizen developers within the company is much greater than the number of 

professional developers.  

Citizen development is continuous improvement on an individual or team level. In the 

book Citizen Development, the Handbook for Creators and Change Project Management 

Institute (PMI) (2021, 15-17), they describe that “Citizen developers tend to be domain 

experts, who have a deep understanding of a business process of a series of tasks 

performed in the organization.” They also highlight how those people have a box seat for 

identifying new opportunities and improving operational efficiency. Therefore, the citizen 

developers often are knowledge workers of some other field first and developers second. 

They usually do the actual work themselves and are the best people to see the 

inefficiencies and pain points. Citizen developers could also be consultants working for the 

company to support their journey on digital transformation.  
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In a webinar held by Sofor (Eerola & Luuppala 2021), Sami Eerola brought up how most 

teams have people they would call “Excel Gurus.” Those are the people who have learned 

how to record a macro and create functions to create tools that make the work more 

efficient. They were the citizen developers before the term was invented. PMI also 

mentions how citizen developers have been around for a while and used Visual Basic for 

Applications to build macros on spreadsheets to make their own or others work more 

effectively (PMI 2021, 15-17). Those very same people will be excellent candidates for 

becoming low-code/no-code developers in the future if given a chance.  

Citizen development is a “hyper-agile” way of working. According to Wong (2019), anyone 

can become a citizen developer. The below image divides people into four groups; Citizen 

developer (End-Users), Citizen developer (Power users), Business-led pro developer, and 

Enterprise IT pro developer. The latter two will be running the more comprehensive 

development projects, but the first two groups together will have abilities to create 

business solutions with no-code or low code platforms. 

 

Figure 1. Anyone can be a developer (Wong 2019) 

According to Wong (2019), anyone can be a developer, and 46% of the companies 

responding to Gartner’s survey on this topic had already started to increase the 

investments for business-led IT. They also found that 41% of respondents already had 

citizen development, and another 20%, in 2019, evaluated or planned to start citizen 

development within their organization.  
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2.2 Technological Environment 

When the company starts its citizen development journey, it will have to make sure it has 

experimented and innovating culture in place to succeed in it. Having the right kind of 

culture will require authorizing the business professionals from all levels of hierarchy to 

manage changes within their area of expertise. The company will also need to ensure 

collaboration between citizen developers and the IT department. The citizen development 

framework should be created before starting the citizen development journey. Without the 

right technological base and motivating company culture, citizen development does not 

exist as extensively as it could. I will be deciphering the employee experience’s impact on 

citizen development (PMI 2021 63-96). In this thesis, I will be concentrating on 

technological and cultural environments, as they have more direct implications for citizen 

development.  

Tools that help people get their jobs done are essential for any employee in the company, 

and if the employees get frustrated with the tools available, the employees are less 

satisfied, not only with the tools but also with one another. Technology is a part of 

communication, collaboration, and doing the work. Any technology used in the company 

creates a technological environment, which affects the person’s employee experience 

(Morgan 2019). Also, citizen developers will need sufficient tools for their development 

work, and in turn, their solutions can positively influence their colleague's employee 

experience. 

Technology will empower people to do their work, and the point of view of citizen 

developers will have to give opportunities to create solutions for developing selected 

business problems. In his book Employee experience, Jabob Morgan (2019) introduces 

the model ACE, which can be used in creating a great technological environment.  

A stand for availability to everyone and means that there should be equal rights for all 

employees who use technological tools. Unequal availability of tools and opportunities to 

use available tools can cause problems and resentment. For example, if one team can 

work more flexibly or have tools available for citizen developers to make the work more 

efficient than others can negatively affect the employee experience. Jacob Morgan (2019) 

also raises the issue that many business technologies are not as user-friendly as are the 

applications people use in their free time. The technological environment in the company 

communicates its level of commitment to drive innovation, collaboration, and 
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communication between functions and teams. It also shows if the company is focused on 

enabling the organization as a whole and how it can technically adapt.  

C stands for consumer Grade technology, and it is creating a modern-looking work 

experience. It can be started by moving from clunky enterprise-grade technologies to 

more robust and flexible ones, which are more secure and more manageable for IT 

professionals to manage and deploy. Morgan suggests that companies provide their 

employees' tools they would use voluntarily in their free time. He argues that if the tools 

look familiar to the employees, less training will be required, they get more effective and 

engaged in their jobs. (Morgan 2019) 

E stands for employee needs versus business requirements, and it means that it is crucial 

to understand how and why the employees work. Their needs should be the key in any IT 

project instead of the business requirements. The development decisions should not be 

made only by IT. He suggests a collaboration between IT and HR find solutions best 

suited for employee needs. That would require the IT to be more flexible and the HR to 

understand the risks of modern technology deployment. This third letter means that the 

company is committed to helping their employees to do their best work, and their voices 

are heard. (Morgan 2019) 

 

Figure 2. How can technology empower them to do their work? ACE model by Jacob 

Morgan (2019) 
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2.2.1 Citizen Development and Available Technologies 

In the past, the tools available for citizen development were most often limited. MS Office 

Excel was often the chosen tool for the citizen developers of that time. Those days they 

might be called Excel Gurus or something similar. They often used Excel and pivot tables 

for reporting purposes and may be created the simplest form of automation by recording 

tasks with Excel Macros. However, the opportunities for development after that required 

understanding of Visual Basic for Applications code, and even then, the automation 

opportunities for citizen developers were limited to only a few applications. Now, citizen 

development does not require any understanding of coding as the number of available no-

code applications is increasing rapidly. (Eerola & Luuppala 2021) 

Even though citizen developers are working on business roles, IT also has a role in citizen 

development. Their role will be to enable citizen development and to offer tools suitable 

for development. Technologies needed by citizen developers can vary case by case, but 

to succeed in citizen development, companies should make sure that their employees 

have access to tools for the below purposes: 

- Tools for core operational processes 
- Automation tools 
- Project management software 
- Collaboration tools. (PMI 2021 102-109) 

 

There are two levels of citizen developers, those with no programming skills using no-

code -solutions and those with the skills to use more demanding low-code -solutions.  

No-code applications are application software, which a person can work with a graphical, 

drag and drop interface and configurations without a need of coding. The availability of 

code applications is expected to increase the application development done within 

business functions significantly. Traditionally, the no-code application platforms have been 

used to create process automation, reporting, forms, and mobile desktop applications. 

(Johannessen & Davenport 2021) 

The low-code development platforms, which can also be used for creating application 

software, are also used through a graphical interface. Low-code development, however, 

requires more understanding of coding languages and allows the creation of more 

complex applications. When using low-code applications, most of the code is generated 

automatically when the building blogs of the automation or the other output are added, but 
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by using custom code, the outcomes can be tailored to a specific business need than 

those made with no-code applications. (Johannessen & Davenport 2021) 

Below low-code applications will be more closely handled in chapter 5 of this thesis. 

- UiPath Studio and Studio X 

- MS Power Platform 

- Zapier 

- Betty Blocks 

- Appsheets 
 

2.3 How The Development Is Done 

Agile ideation is one of the cornerstones of citizen development. There is a need for many 

ideas to find opportunities for citizen developers to deliver real value and decrease 

inefficiencies in operational processes. PMI (2021, 42-55) introduces an approach called 

Ideation 2.0 for citizen development, where the business is the function where ideas are 

matured, and the project is kicked off for creating the eventual solution.  

In large-scale IT projects, there is often excessive documentation required before the IT 

development, which often results in scope creep, and the final product will not meet the 

real needs of the business. In Ideation 2.0 (PMI 2021, 42-55), they suggest that combining 

brainstorming and the actual development will bring companies value quickly. In this 

approach, the ideation and design of the result are continuous and ongoing during all 

development project phases.  

The inspiration for development comes from understanding business needs, processes, 

inefficiencies, and the wider business environment. When following the ideation process, 

one should include stakeholders from across the organization, people with different 

viewpoints and specialisms. With this diverse group, real-time development of the mock-

ups or working solutions is done. This kind of development eliminates the need for 

complex documentation before development (PMI 2021, 42-55).  

 

2.3.1 Company’s Role at Citizen Development 

In his book “Human + Machine: Reimagining Work in the Age of AI,” James Wilson 

mentions five principles that have been recognized by companies leading development. 
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Those companies have gone beyond task and process automation and have reinvented 

their processes with the help of different automation solutions. Those companies are 

action-oriented, understand the potential of their employees, help them reach their 

potential to the fullest and help them get more free time to learn by automating their 

routine tasks (Wilson 2018). Citizen development will become a part of the work in the age 

of AI as many tools available to citizen developers use AI-enabled functionalities. 

Therefore, the five principles Wilson introduces support citizen development. (Figure 3.) 

 

 

Figure 3. MELDS – Five Crucial Principles for leading development (Wilson, H. James 

2018) 

 

1. The mindset in the companies will have to change their focus from using machines 
to automate steps on the workflow to re-inventing their traditional processes and 
continuous adaptation of teams. Disrupting and re-inventing processes is also 
what a citizen developer does when looking for solutions to streamline the work 
(PMI 2021,11-25).  

2. Experimentation should play a significant role in any company, which wishes to 
succeed in development. It is no longer possible to copy processes from a 
successful company, but they will need to be uniquely set to the company's 
specific needs and will require significant amounts of trial and error before the 
balance between work done by humans and machines can be determined.  

3. Leadership means that investments will need to be done to their employees. The 
employees will need to be empowered to make decisions but also well trained to 
the task. The executives will also need to ensure that the moral, ethical, and legal 
implications are met.  

4. Data is said to be the “Fuel to intelligent systems,” and it should flow freely and not 
be affected by departmental silos.  

5. As per Wilson, humans will be needed more than ever, and they will need the right 
skills. When collaborating with machines, they will need to learn how to use the 
machines as support to their work and work seamlessly with them. (Wilson 2016) 
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3 Employee Experience Empowering Citizen Development 

Employee experience is the experience of individual employees working for a company. It 

is the expectations and promises colliding with reality (Luukka 2019, 12-33). Employee 

experience is formed from all small experiences, things happening and impacting the 

individuals. Employee experience comes into being by the feelings the workplace causes. 

Therefore, enabling the employees to have more good days than bad will positively affect 

their employee experience. (Bridger & Gannaway 2021, 10-13).  

Three environments will impact persons' employee experience, says Jacob Morgan, the 

author of The Employee Experience Advantage (2017). These are cultural, physical, and 

technological environments. For companies to have a winning employee experience to 

cultivate all opportunities, they must succeed in all three domains. On top of that, they will 

need to have an apparent reason for being the mission, and it will have to link to those 

working in the company directly.  

Many companies are known for having a great employee experience and are profitable. 

However, an employee experience can never be copied from another company but must 

be designed for the company in question. To create the right kind of employee 

experience, they will need to know their employees. Therefore, the experience should be 

intentionally designed for that company and the people there. It will need to be based on 

the company culture, purpose, values, and people.  

Bridger and Gannaway (2021, 52-86) link two factors to employee experience. Hygiene 

factors are those taken for granted, such as pay, benefits, and job security. They do not 

increase the employee experience if they do not meet the employee’s expectations but do 

lower it if they do not. The other factors are the motivator factors intricately linked to the 

individuals themselves, and meeting them will probably significantly impact the individual’s 

performance. They can increase the employee experience significantly but are more 

challenging to provide. Motivator factors can be autonomy, challenging and stimulating 

work, giving them responsibility, growth and development, mastery, and purpose.  

Citizen development will empower individuals to solve problems independently, innovate 

and create solutions (PMI 2021, 128-136), and it can have a significant impact on their 

experience at the company. The experience improves because the individual is provided 

with a certain level of autonomy and challenging tasks, which are learning opportunities 

and will increase their motivation to create needed change. However, citizen development 

requires that the management grants the employees a prominent level of autonomy and 

trust.  
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The organizations and their approaches to work are evolving. In the past, the companies 

were focused on utility, then came the time when most of the companies were 

concentrating on productivity and making sure they got the most out of their people. 

Engagement and experience are more human-centric values and impact employees’ 

willingness to develop and learn. (Morgan 2017) 

 

 

Figure 4. Work has changed significantly in the past. Jacob Morgan (2017) visualizes the 

evolution of work-life from Unity to employee experience in the above image.  

Morgan uses a three-point engagement model framework to demonstrate different 

engagement levels within a company.  

1. Actively disengaged. These are the people who are not happy about the company 
and undermine their colleagues.  

2. Not engaged are the people who do not care. They do nothing extra but the bare 
minimum.  

3. Engaged employees take up extra assignments and develop their work just 
because they feel connected to the company and its values and have passion for 
their work. (Morgan 2017) 
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In the following chapters, I will research the topic of cultural environment more closely. 

This chapter aims to find ways how organizations can increase engagement, innovation, 

and creativity and empower their employees to become citizen developers. Linked to that, 

I will investigate the topics of psychological safety and different motivation factors and how 

they might affect people’s willingness to become citizen developers and succeed in it. 

 

Figure 5. Factors for empowering citizen development. 

 

3.1 Cultural Environment 

Bridger and Gannaway, in their book “Employee experience by design. How to create an 

effective EX for competitive advantage” (2021, 1-28), borrow a definition connecting 

company culture and employee experience by Wright Wasson from 2019; “Culture is a 

soup, in which employee experience swims.” They also demonstrate a link between 
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company culture and employee experience. Even though a good company culture does 

not ensure a good employee experience, it usually makes it more likely.  

In his book “Organizational Culture and Leadership” (Schein, Schein 2016, Chapter 1), 

Edgar Schein states that culture has been widely studied from different points of view for a 

long time, and therefore there are many definitions for it. They see that culture exists on 

many levels. Some of them can be visible to outsiders, but many things affecting the 

culture are hidden under the surface. In his book “Yrityskulttuuri on Kuningas,” Panu 

Luukka writes how company culture is hard to define but is something you recognize 

when you feel it (Luukka 2019, 24-26). He does, however, quote a definition from Herb 

Keheller from Southwest Airlines, saying; “Culture is what people do when no one is 

looking,” and describes company culture as “Invisible glue, which with the help of norms, 

values and meaning leads the actions of company’s members.”  

Company culture is often visualized as an iceberg. Above the surface, some things 

determine how it is communicated within the company about how the things get done, 

such as company vision, strategy, shared values, goals, structure, policies, and 

procedures, and below the surface, and can be unconscious. The beliefs shared 

assumptions, perceptions, traditions, values, norms, unwritten rules, feelings, and stories 

are the ones that define the way things get done in the company. (Wahl 2017) 

 

Figure 6. Wahl (2017) describes the company culture, beliefs, and system as a 

combination of visual things and those hidden under the surface.  
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To understand the company’s culture, Schein and Schein suggest to: 

1. Observe the behavior of organizations' members. How they interact and try to find 
patterns, such as what kind of language they use. 

2. Find hints of the organization’s climate. For example, what kind of feeling conveys 
from the groups' interactions and physical layout. 

3. Recognize how formal rituals and celebrations demonstrate organizations' values 
and what they see as important passages. 

4. Recognize espoused values. The organization's values are articulated publicly and 
what the company claims to work towards. 

5. Recognize formal philosophy. What are the principles guiding organization 
members' actions towards the internal and external stakeholders? 

6. Try to identify group norms. For example, what are the group's norms, standards, 
and values?  

7. Recognize the “rules of the game.” What are the unwritten rules that help 
organization members get along, and how do the newcomers become accepted 
members? 

8. Try to understand the organization's identity and how the organization sees itself. 
What determines who they are, their purpose, and how they do things. 

9. Try to understand what the embedded skills in the organization are. For example, 
the particular competencies helping the group accomplish tasks and which are 
passed on to newcomers. 

10. What are the habits of thinking, mental models, or linguistic paradigms? What are 
the things thought to newcomers in an onboarding process about the framework 
for perceptions, thoughts, and what kind of language is preferred in 
communications? 

11. Recognize the shared meanings: The same words in diverse cultures can mean 
other things. The group members create the emergent understanding. 

12. Recognize the “Root metaphors” or integrate symbols. These are the ways how 
the groups characterize themselves. These symbols might not be appreciated 
consciously but are often embodied, for example, in buildings, office layouts, and 
other material artifacts. (Schein, Schein 2016, Chapter 1) 

 

The culture is a collection of small deeds and things left undone. The company’s visions, 

strategies, and missions can only build a winning culture if the employees’ everyday 

experiences support them. The company management and owners have a significant 

impact on the company culture, and the management must have a clear role in how they 

can positively affect it. In culture creation, they act as role models for the rest of the 

company. How they act, what they talk about, to whom they speak to and especially 

whom they select as fellow managers are critical determinants to the company’s culture. 

The employees see their actions as unspoken messages about how employees should 

act, which values are valued and how they might progress in their careers. (Luukka 2019, 

97-109) 

Luukka divides the company’s culture into four stages (Luukka 2019, 58-71). The 

company culture, where creativity and citizen development can flourish, will need to trust 

the employees, even those working on the lower level. Those companies, who have a 
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winning or luck culture in which the management relies upon employees often have 

bottom-up leadership (Schein, Schein 2018 chapter 1). The fact that a company has a 

winning culture does not guarantee that it will always be that way. It is possible that any 

company if their culture is not adequately led, will regress to destructive culture, and 

therefore the company culture will need to be constantly on the agenda of executive 

meetings, and actions will need to be taken to make sure the culture will, for example, 

meet the company’s vision and objectives (Luukka 2019, 58-71).  

The winning culture is what the companies should consciously aim for and take actions 

towards. It will require that the culture be managed, and the basis of management will be 

in enabling the company to become a place to work in which the objectives can be met 

and in which the people want to use their full potential to help the company succeed. In a 

winning culture, the management trusts the employee and provide them autonomy 

(Luukka 2019, 58-71; Schein, Schein 2018 chapter 1). The employees will become more 

involved in the company, and the company will benefit from their full potential(Luukka 

2019, 58-71).  

 

 

 

Figure 7. Winning culture by Panu Luukka: (2019, 59) 

The state of culture, which will inhibit the company from meeting its objectives and goals, 

is called destructive culture—the destructive culture results from the unconscious forming 

of culture and luck. When the company management’s intuitive is to make wrong choices 

for meeting the company objectives, it leads to destructive culture. It is possible that 
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management may think they are working towards building a desired kind of company 

culture but do not realize that they have been unsuccessful. The basis for building the 

culture can be delusional and wrong from the objective point of view. This state of culture 

is called the delusion culture. (Luukka 2019, 58-71) 

There is a link between company culture and employee experience. When adequately led 

and designed, the company culture can increase the employee experience and create 

satisfaction. However, if the culture is not the priority and its forming is let to a chance, 

there is an elevated risk of developing dissatisfaction or noncommitment within the 

employees (Luukka 2019, 216).  

 

Figure 8. Luukka’s visualization of the employee experience and company (Luukka 2019, 

216). 

The competition between companies in the business world has changed and is constantly 

evolving. In their book about Strategy at the digital age, Hämäläinen, Maula, and 

Suominen (2016) accent the importance of insights and epiphanies. The Finnish word 

“oivallus,” which they use in the book, can also be translated to the idea. They wish to 

demonstrate the importance of being critical and even challenge the old familiar practices 

and beliefs. In past years, many companies, which are famous for their past successes, 

were beaten by more agile companies because they were not able to renew themselves. 

Change is necessary even in a prosperous company, and solid roots and previous 

success do not guaranty future success. They suggest that realizations and producing 

innovative ideas will need to become part of any company strategy.  

Insights and epiphanies usually come from an individual, or in some cases, a group, and 

they can produce significant findings. Bringing the findings to the surface will require the 
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courage to question standard practices and consider things from a new perspective. If an 

employee can ask what-if questions, unique and sometimes even impossible solutions are 

found to the situation. The development will require an opportunity to ponder the issue, 

test their hypothesis, and require sufficient resources. This kind of activity can lead to the 

“Fail fast, fail often” way of working, which is recognized as an exemplary method for 

innovation. (Hämäläinen, Maula and Suominen 2016) 

When the managers give autonomy to find solutions to problems to employees working on 

the lower level of the company hierarchy, it will require that the managers have an 

elevated level of trust in them. The management’s job is to ensure the employees’ full 

potential can be realized. The biggest mistake the manager can make is to overestimate 

the meaning of their status, experience and underestimate that of others, even their 

challengers, with less experience. To succeed in the digital era, the managers will have to 

have an ability to listen with an open mind, even those who might have opinions that 

deviate from the prevailing truth. The management will need to be mature enough and 

patient to understand that there might be value in those insights, even if they do not follow 

the company’s official line and what is seen as the truth. (Hämäläinen, Maula and 

Suominen 2016) 

3.1.1 Augmenting Creativity and Citizen Development 

Citizen development is a cognitive role, which requires a significant amount of creativity as 

the citizen developers are constantly looking for new ways to work. Therefore, the 

stakeholders in citizen development will need to have a high level of engagement in their 

development work (PMI 2021, 119-136). Motivator factors can increase employee 

engagement. But, on the other hand, employee engagement increases the person’s 

motivation to meet their goals. Martela and Jarenko (2014, 15) write about a person’s 

intrinsic and outer motivation, which is a crucial separation when becoming a citizen 

developer. The intrinsic motivation allows the employees to become more creative and 

innovative and makes them more engaged in their work and the organization. Gichohi 

found out in his research “The Role of Employee Engagement in Revitalizing Creativity 

and Innovation at the Workplace: A Survey of Selected Libraries in Meru County – Kenya” 

(2014, 6). He found that the workplace climate and empowering leaderships affect the 

birth of intrinsic and autonomous motivation (Gichohi 2014, 7). 

For citizen development to root into the company and thrive, it will require a culture in 

which the individuals are empowered to innovate and solve the problems they see around 

them. Increasing employees' motivation to develop their work and skills will make them 
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more efficient in the future. Engaging company culture will help companies to become 

continuously improving and innovating machines. (PMI 2021, 128-137) 

Higher creativity and innovation can lead to higher productivity and improve performance 

excellence and employee experience. In his study, Paul Maku Gichohi (2014) from the 

University of Nebraska – Lincoln was able to confirm that the level of employee 

engagement will be positively related to the level of staff creativity and innovation. The 

study has conducted a survey to find out the role of employee engagement in revitalizing 

creativity and innovation in the workplace. This survey was created to answer the question 

“Are the constructs of employee engagement positively related to the constructs of staff 

creativity and innovation in the library?” and was sent to selected librarians in Kenya. They 

held semi-structured interviews with the managers of each library. They recognized that 

when the people had meaning for work, it made them more emotionally attached to their 

job and they wanted to go the extra mile to accomplish more than they were expected. 

They were also able to show how people with higher levels of employee experience were 

more likely to take extra roles and how it increased their innovation and creativity. Higher 

employee engagement, by their research, could be achieved by making them feel trusted, 

and the management made them involved in decision making. Encouraging the 

employees to openly speak about their ideas, no matter how wild they were, also had a 

high impact on their employee engagement and experience (Gichohi 2014, 20-23) 

 

3.1.2 Understanding Your Employees 

Knowing your employees and learning to understand them is crucial in a good employee 

experience (Luukka 2019, 218). Employees are individuals, and each of them values 

different things and feels differently in each situation, understanding and acting upon that 

can make the employees passionate and ready to work harder to reach their goals or 

even go beyond (Schein, Schein 2018 chapter 9). To create a winning employee 

experience, the employer must understand their employees’ values, beliefs, aspirations, 

and expectations. The best way to understand that is to ask them and get to know them 

as individuals (Morgan, Jacob 2019, chapter 7). Especially if the company is big, the 

management cannot know all the employees personally, but they will need to increase 

their understanding with research (Bridger Emma, Gannaway Belinda 2021, 47-49).  

In her master’s thesis, “Enhancing engagement through employee experience design,” 

Hanna Heikkonen (2019, 61-66) found that the needs of employees are different for 

everyone. Therefore, designing experiences will have to be done so that they can be 
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easily tailored to everyone. As a part of her research process, she established a 

mentoring program and innovation day and found that they were the most significant 

drivers for engagement. Employees participating in her research valued the mentoring 

program and innovation day as they considered their needs as individuals. Their 

engagement with the employee increased because they could invest their cognitive, 

physical, and even emotional energies in work.  

Knowing the employees is also essential for identifying the potential citizen developers 

working within the company and those enthusiastic enough to become effective role 

models for the rest (Robiquity Limited 2020). If you learn to know your employees as 

people, not just as positions in the company, they feel that they are treated fairly, which 

will affect their motivation level. You are more likely to identify the individuals who have 

skills needed for citizen development.  

An employee value proposition (EVP) is a tool built to understand what different 

employees value. It is a good base for building a company’s value proposition (Luukka 

2019, 218). To reach the intended goal with the EVP, it will have to be realistic and mirror 

the company values and purpose. If the employee sees the EVP as untrue, they will no 

longer see the company as trustworthy, which will negatively affect their employee 

experience. By keeping promises and living by their values every day and in every 

situation, the company can create positive employee experiences and increase employee 

satisfaction and engagement.  
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Figure 9. Garner (2021) has created a reinvented EVP for the post-pandemic workforce. It 

has augmented a more human-centric approach to creating an EVP. 

A part of understanding the employee and what sparks them is identifying what kind of 

experiences they value. Bridger and Gannaway share the “Best Experiences” activity. 

This activity demonstrates how management can find out the most valuable motivator 

factors for employees. In this activity, the employees discuss the best experiences they 

have had within their careers. They are looking for occasions when they felt engaged at 

work and loved what they were doing. They also think about how they felt about the 

experience and the conditions that made the experience possible. They found out that 

many of the best experiences were not totally positive, but often they were taking part in a 

challenging project and seeing it through. They also introduced the peak-end rule, which 

shows how people usually remember experiences when asked about them later. They 

tend to reflect the most intense moments of the experience, the peaks, and the end. For 

example, people probably remember inspirational management and success from the 

challenging project previously mentioned. (Bridger, Gannaway 2021). 

3.1.3 Create An Experiment-Friendly Work Environment 

Companies should find ways to increase the ideation of their employees. Often, people do 

not speak about their ideas for fear of failure or being ridiculed. The company's 

psychological safety climate will increase the organization’s ability to innovate and for its 

employees to bring forward their ideas. Ideation for a citizen development project will 

require many ideas, and the ideation will need to be constant (PMI 2021, 42-55). For 

companies to succeed in citizen development, they will need to start by identifying the 

environment of psychological safety within their teams and across organizations.  

Amy Edmondson (2016, introduction) defines psychological safety as “a climate in which 

people are comfortable expressing and being themselves.”. Psychological safety is 

essential for citizen developers because in creating solutions, they will need to take 

interpersonal risks. Depending on the citizen developers' skills, development might require 

continuous learning of the technical tools and the connected target processes. Creating a 

functional solution with software applications is not straightforward but often requires a 

large quantity of trial and error. Within a company, where failure is not accepted, this kind 

of development work cannot happen (Edmondson. 2004).  

In a companywide implementation of citizen development, it will not be enough for the 

citizen developers to feel psychologically safe, but the experience of psychological safety 

will need to be companywide. The approach of Ideation 2.0 will require the cooperation of 
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citizen developers and other company employees (PMI 2021, 42-55). No matter what role 

the person works at, their elevated level of participation will be required. They also need to 

ask questions and honest feedback without risk of penalization and harming their image. 

By Edmondson (2004), the experience of psychological safety will allow the group 

members to engage more openly to learn something new and innovate.  

In her research of teams, Amy C. Edmondson (1999) recognized that psychological safety 

was the reason for success in the most successful teams in hospital environments. She 

came to that conclusion because, after research conducted on teams, she noticed that the 

most successful teams also made the most considerable number of mistakes. After further 

investigation, Edmondson realized that more errors were reported and not concealed 

within those teams, as in the units reporting fewer mistakes. She noted that taking an 

interpersonal risk on the most successful teams was easy and led to collective, group-

level learning.  

Psychological safety is a crucial factor in the effectiveness of teams and the ability to 

learn. According to Amy C. Edmondsons' article “Managing the risk of learning: 

Psychological safety in work teams “(2002), it is easier for team members to admit their 

mistakes if they do not feel the risk of rejection if they believe their findings will benefit the 

other member in future. In these teams, members can discuss mistakes, ask for help and 

dare to try a new way of working. As citizen developers aim to change the ways of 

working, they will need to feel that it is not a considerable interpersonal risk if they 

challenge the status quo and have a critical view of the current way of working. Individuals 

constantly make unconscious decisions and calculations about how safe it is to admit 

mistakes and take risks only when the risk is small.  

Edmondson has also studied with Josephine P. Mogelof the psychological safety in 

innovation teams. Even though there rarely are teams of citizen developers, there can 

often be only one citizen developer in a team. I suggest the innovative individuals will 

need the same experience as a team of innovators. I see similarities in the case of citizen 

developers to what Andersson, Moen, and Brett (2020) researched. Their research “The 

organizational climate for psychological safety: Associations with SMEs’ innovation 

capabilities and innovation performance “done on Norwegian companies was able to 

demonstrate that psychologically safe environments do not only have a positive effect on 

innovativeness on team level as Edmondson (2002) suggested but it also has an impact 

on SMEs collaborating across the organization. Their results showed that reducing the 

risk felt by people at the organizational level enables collective learning and increases 

creative innovation. 
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In Edmondson’s study (2004), the experience of psychological safety is influenced not 

only by the actions of top management but also by the relationships of colleagues. In the 

roles of SMEs and citizen developers, the people will need to feel safe, not only in the 

team their position is based on but also with diverse teams formed by people working in 

different corporate fields (Andersson, Moen, and Brett 2020). I see the results of the 

previous paragraph are linked to Edmondson’s view of how dismantling silos and better 

enabling collaboration between other functions ensures collaboration between people 

working in innovation work together. Cooperation between teams provides the diversity 

needed for the innovation process and understanding the needs outside one’s team. 

Collaboration and sharing are the best way to enable the spread of innovation activities 

throughout the organization (Edmondson. 2004). 

According to Edmondson (2004), good leadership and support structures, well-defined 

tasks, and team goals, and sufficient knowledge and resources for doing the job help 

create psychologically safe teams. In addition, it will significantly increase camaraderie 

and the desire to work together in a team. On the other hand, if the above is not met, 

things working in the team have a greater likelihood of negative and distressing 

experiences, decreasing the feeling of psychological safety. 

In his book “The 4 Stages of Psychological Safety”, Timothy R. Clark (2020) talks about 

different levels of psychological safety. These levels define what a person feels safe to do 

or say in that group. I will be noting the first three levels but immerse at the fourth and 

most relevant level for citizen development. 

Level 1, Inclusion safety, sounds simple, but it can be surprisingly difficult to reach when 

people get to adulthood. As children, the people are inclusive by nature, and a new 

member is accepted as a full member of the group, for example, in kindergarten very 

quickly. In adulthood, the reaction towards newcomers to the group is not as 

straightforward anymore. Only when actions have shown the acceptance of a new person, 

the person will become a fully integrated person of that specific group. (Clark 2020, 

chapter Stage 1. Inclusion safety) 

The second level is Learner safety (Clark 2020, chapter Stage 2. Learner safety). 

Individuals who know the learner’s safety have a higher level of psychological safety 

within the team. They dare to ask questions, ask for feedback, share their ideas, make 

mistakes, or even fail. They are no longer passive members of the group but can try new 

things, take risks, and become influential members. Learning possesses more 

interpersonal risk than inclusion safety, and at this level, a person might be worried about 
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how they are seen, are being tested or ignored, can they be themselves, and will their 

image be damaged by something they should do?  

A person having a Contributor safety (Clark 2020, chapter Stage 3. Contributor safety) 

feels that they are not apprentices but are truly becoming a part of the team, and their 

actions add value. To reach the level of contributors’ safety, the person must develop in 

their job and acquire the skills required for the job and are not between preparation and 

performance as they are on learner safety but have received guided autonomy based on 

their performance. When people reach this level, they feel a valued part of the team. This 

level is also affected by, for example, a person’s position, title, or the authority they have 

received. The contributor safety level can be lost, and the person can be retrenched to 

learner safety if the person is not performing as expected.  

The highest level of psychological security and the most meaningful from the point of view 

of citizen development is the level of the Challengers' safety (Clark 2020, chapter Stage 4. 

Challengers’ safety). Clark finds that one of the key concepts of challengers' safety is the 

democratization of innovation. Citizen development can also be interpreted as a 

democratization of development. I see these two things are linked closely together. A 

person who has reached this highest level of Psychological safe dares candidly challenge 

the existing status quo and take risks. Leaders modeling behavior has a significant effect 

on a group becoming innovative. The leader can unlock the groups' creativity by 

welcoming dissent and showing by their actions the members that there is no need to 

fear. In a group where the leader accommodates and helps the members to tolerate 

dissent emotionally and encourages dialogue, it is possible to reach a level of 

connections, association, unexpected leap and what is the most important from the point 

of view of citizen development, the flow of insights aha moments and ideation. As a result, 

the innovation capacity is higher, and people can challenge and cocreate better. It is 

important to remember that in the innovation process, learning is always more fruitful than 

knowing, and it should be noted that any ridicule or rivalry for prominence can kill the 

curiosity and opportunities for co-creation. 
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Figure 10. The levels of innovation people feel psychologically safe to do at the two 

highest levels. (Clark 2020, chapter Stage 4. Challengers’ safety). 

 

 

3.1.4 What Motivates People to Walk the Extra Mile? 

To succeed in citizen development, the management should spend some time trying to 

understand why their employees would be willing to use their valuable time in challenging 

the past ways of working and developing novel solutions to things they find inefficient or 

some other way faulty. However, Panu Luukka (2019) augments this task by noting that 

the managers should understand the employees take an active role in the company and 

what is the insensitivity level of them of doing so. Companies have also discussed 

motivation in the past, but they have tried to understand how motivated the employees 

are. The reasons for motivation might not have been understood. What might not have 

been understood in those conversations is that motivation and its causes can be divided 

into two. The extrinsic and intrinsic motivations differ from where they arise.  

Extrinsic motivation is the reason for doing something that is detached from the person. 

The actions taken are driven, for example, by benefits, rewards, and avoidance of 

punishments. When a person is extrinsically motivated, they are not excited about 

performing the task itself, but about the prize, they get from doing it or the punishment 

they might get from not doing it. In his book “Drive” (2009), Daniel Pink extensively 

discourses how using extrinsic motivators to get the job done has been widely used since 
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Taylorism, created by Frederick Winslow Taylor's rise at the end of the 1900s. And how 

extrinsic motivators can help people work with tasks that do not require cognitive thinking 

but only mechanical skills, such as those done in factory-like environments, where the 

jobs are non-interesting and straightforward. For some people, this is still true.  

When working in a creative role, such as a citizen developer, it is essential to notice that 

the external motivation will not bring out the best results, but often it will even kill the 

creativity when the person is concentrating on achieving the reward. Pink (2009, 62) and 

Martela and Jarenko (2015, 71-76) highlight the risks of using external motivators for 

tasks requiring cognitive skills, as even though they might help achieve short-term goals, 

they can lead to poorer performance in the long term. External motivators can give a short 

time benefit, which will quickly ware of, and in the long term, it might even reduce the 

motivation of that person. Even though using, for example, money as a motivator can 

cause the employees to narrow the focus needed for cognitive tasks, it does not mean 

that the employees should not get compensation for their work. Instead, the employees 

should get a fair baseline compensation for their work, such as salary and benefits, 

ensuring they can maintain their standard of living.  

As the subject of this research is citizen development, more specifically knowledge 

workers acting as citizen developers, I will be looking more closely into intrinsic 

motivation. It has been identified as the most valuable motivation for cognitive tasks. 

Intrinsic motivation is enjoyment-based motivation and is the most forceful driver to the 

task at hand, especially if the task requires creativity. It is determined by how the person 

doing a creative job feels when working. When people are intrinsically motivated, they 

want to engage. The concept of intrinsic motivation was first discovered by Harry F. 

Harlow in the 1040s when he researched primates solving puzzles and found that no 

external rewards were needed since the enjoyment of conducting the task was a reward 

itself. Further research has been done by Deci and Ryan from the 1960s on, and they 

have introduced their self-determination theory. When replicating Harlow’s research on 

humans, they identified that people are driven to be autonomous, competent, and 

connected (Bridger Emma, Gannaway Belinda 2021, 64-69). 

Intrinsic motivation is the most important type of motivation in today’s working life, which 

for most of us requires cognitive skills (Pink 2009, 21-25). That is also true when trying to 

understand what could motivate citizen developers. Their work involves ideation and 

turning ideas into reality (PMI 2021, 11-14). If the goal is to increase employees' intrinsic 

motivation, the organization can succeed by offering them intrinsically inspiring moments 

(Martela & Jarenko 2015, 71-86). Sometimes, the organization can define the goal, and 
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the person can still be intrinsically motivated. That can happen if the goal feels valuable to 

them and if they feel reaching it is worth their effort.  

Martela and Jarenko (2015, 71-86) also state that we all have moments in our work when 

we are intrinsically motivated and those when the motivators come from outside. They 

stress that it is essential for the company leaders to recognize that the employees have 

intrinsic motivation and do not benefit from the carrot or stick -approach many company 

managers to rely on. When a person is intrinsically motivated, they can feel enthusiastic 

and energetic, and identifying opportunities feels easy. On the other hand, external 

motivation might feel stressful, distressing, or wearing, and it is easy to see threats 

instead of opportunities when intrinsically motivated. 

Daniel Pink (2009) bases his own research on Self-determination theory, as does Martela 

and Jarenko (2015). Pinks theory on motivation 3.0. replaces the connectedness to 

purpose and competence with mastery, but Martela and Jarenko (2015) talk about all four 

aspects. In the following chapters, I will dive more deeply into the different motivation 

builders identified in the above studies. I will be using the term “mastery” for mastery and 

competence.  

Table 2. the self-determination theory by Deci and Ryan and the Motivation 3.0. by Pink 

are linked to Abraham Maslow’s theory of needs. Martela and Jarenko talk about four 

aspects of intrinsic motivation. 

Maslow Deci & Ryan Pink 

Self-actualization Autonomy Autonomy 

Esteem Competence Mastery 

Love and Belongingness Connectedness Purpose 

  

Autonomy is a basic psychological need. Having autonomy at the workplace means that 

the person can express themselves by working. They affect the ways of working and can 

decide and prioritize tasks worth working on. In an autonomic workplace, the employees 

should have the freedom to select which of the organization’s rules they choose to follow. 

In addition, they should be guided by and support the company values and goals. (Martela 

& Jarenko 2015, 71-75).  
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In his book “Drive,” Daniel Pink (2009, 23) cited MIT management professor Karim 

Lakhani and Boston Consulting Group consultant Bob Wolf how “enjoyment-based 

intrinsic motivation, namely how creative a person feels when working on a project, is the 

strongest and most pervasive driver.” They are realized when the company culture and 

task generate intrinsic motivation.  

Pink (2009, 85-108) says that management of people is outdated and that it is something 

humans have invented and is out of sync with human nature. It is built on beliefs that 

those being managed will need a reward or punishment to act and that they need 

guidance or otherwise they will wander. He reminds us how by nature, young children are 

self-directed and curious and when growing up, that basic set of a human being is 

changed to more passive and inert by perhaps the school system, management, or 

broader ethos. Autonomy at the workplace means less managerial control of people and 

reawaken their deep-seated sense of autonomy. He calls for a renaissance of self-

direction. 

The feeling of autonomy strongly affects individuals’ performance and attitude. In the year 

2004, Deci, Ryan, and Baard researched workers of an American investment bank and 

found that those employees, who were given more autonomy, were more satisfied on the 

job. The bosses who looked at things from the employee’s point of view managed to 

improve job satisfaction, which led to higher performance. The employees received 

support and meaningful feedback, and opportunities to choose their tasks and thrived at 

work (Pink 2009, 85-108). Working on tasks meaningful to them, the people will work with 

more flexibility and have a better focus on outputs (Luukka 2019, 368). Gichohi’s study 

also shows that autonomy does not only enhance the employee experience but helps 

them to think in a more creative and innovative manner. (Gichohi 2014, 22).  

In his book, Daniel Pink (2009, 85-108) tells stories of two well-known companies with an 

autonomous culture. In both companies, the employees can use a certain percentage of 

their working time on projects of their own choice. The two quite different companies: M3 

with an exceptionally long history, which was already led autonomously in the 1930s and 

let their employees’ use 15% of their time working on a project of their own choice, the 

other one is Atlassian, which was only established in 2002 and in which people can use 

20% of their working time on personal projects. Both companies have experienced some 

of their most successful products springing from those projects. The invention of Post It 

notes is worth mentioning here. They are now a significant part of M3’s product offering 

but were originally a personal project of a man called Art Fry, who developed them on his 

15% doodling time. 
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Mastery is another one of people's psychological basic needs, and it means that a person 

feels that they are good at what they are doing, and they can successfully finish the tasks 

given to them (Martela & Jarenko 2015 71-76).” As a motivation builder, mastery is a 

driving force for creating employee engagement and making people want to learn new 

skills and get better on those skills they already possess (Pink. 108-130). We also enjoy 

doing tasks we excel and reaching goals makes us feel happy, say Martela and Jarenko 

2015, 71-76). 

People can be motivated by the experience of being involved with an activity. The 

activities can be risky, difficult, or painful but offer novelty and the opportunity to discover 

something new. This experience Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi calls flow and describes it as an 

“almost automatic, effortless, yet highly focused state of consciousness.” 

(Csikszentmihalyi 2009, Chapter 5). 

Csikszentmihalyi (2009, Chapter 5) lists nine elements about the state of flow, and they 

are: 

1. Having clear goals for how the task should be done 
2. Getting immediate feedback. (This can also be received from doing the task and 

will not need to be verbal)  
3. Having a balance between challenges and skills 

a. tasks that take people to a limit of boredom and anxiety.  
4. Action and awareness are merged 

a. Being concentrated on the task at hand 
5. Being intensely focused on the present and excluding disruptions from 

consciousness. 
6. Not being worried about failure 
7. People stop being self-conscious 
8. Losing the sense of time 
9. The activity becomes autotelic. (Csikszentmihalyi 2009, Chapter 5). 

 

The feeling of mastery and willingness to return to the task is strongly influenced by the 

progress made and learning new things. The mastery is also enhanced when the person 

can move forward and get better at doing the task. People want to be their personal best, 

and, in many hobbies, people learn new things and work hard to achieve something 

voluntarily, and this also applies to citizen development, which is an intrinsically born, 

voluntary task in most cases. (Pink 2009, 108-130) 

Companies can increase the feeling of mastery within their workforce. However, to do so, 

they will need to understand what affects the person’s ability to be resilient, develop 

themselves, and learn new things (Pink. 209. 108-130). In previous chapters, I have 

written about psychological safety, and in the creation of a learning environment, people 
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must be able to admit their shortcomings and trust that they can safely try new things 

without fear of punishment.  

Another thing affecting people’s resilience and willingness to try challenging things is 

called self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is determined by a person’s belief in their abilities to 

succeed in a specific task and circumstances. People with low self-efficacy are unwilling 

to take on challenging tasks or give up at an early stage because they take the failure 

personally. Self-efficacy is affected by past experiences of people linked to a similar task 

or experiences of other people they see as like themselves. People’s self-efficacy can be 

increased by providing them role models like themselves, collective learning, or splitting 

the tasks into smaller bites, which can be more easily achieved. When the person’s self-

efficacy increases, they will be more willing to take on new, similar challenges in the future 

(Greene 2018, Chapter three).  

The person’s mindset also influences their willingness to try something new. Carol Dweck 

(2019) has recognized how people have two kinds of mindsets. A person with a fixed 

mindset sees their intelligence and ability to achieve as unchangeable. They might not 

think they can learn certain things and see failure as personal. A person with a growth 

mindset sees that by trying, they can reach a higher level of intelligence by taking on 

challenges and hard work and being open to criticism. 

A fixed mindset is born out of past experiences but is not permanent. Company leaders 

can increase the employees' mastery by designing a company culture with a growth 

mindset. That can be done by recognizing people's efforts to learn and develop instead of 

their talent (Dweck 2019).  

The following two basic needs are closely linked to feeling connected to something. 

People around us have a significant effect on us and our motivation. For example, a 

conflict at the workplace can have a significant negative impact on everybody’s 

motivation, and on the contrary, if people around us are happy or if we know that our work 

can make them feel better, we are more likely to be more motivated. (Martela & Jarenko 

2015, 71-91) 

Purpose or doing a good thing, as Martela and Jarenko (2015, 71-91) express it, means 

that “a person can positively affect the lives of themselves or others.” They also state how 

working with tasks that harm other people can be experienced distressing and crippling. 

Doing good is a solution where everyone benefits, which has a positive effect on the 

person at the receiving end but also the one executing the task. The purpose is to work for 

a cause larger than oneself and provide context to work.  
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Pink (Pink 2009, 131-146). portrays humans as purpose seekers, and he states that 

purpose has previously been overlooked and how he sees it as a powerful source of 

energy to people. Therefore, his Motivation 3.0 emphasizes purpose maximization. Pink 

(2019, 131-146) sees that the purpose has become increasingly important in business 

because of two generations. The so-called boomers are currently reaching their 60th 

birthday and looking back to their past lives, understanding their mortality, and beginning 

to seek meaning, significance, and what they want to do with the rest of their lives. On the 

other hand, their children, the millennials’ upbringing, gradually changes the requirements 

for good working culture. These generations put more weight on nonmonetary factors, 

such as meaningful work, than they do on monetary compensations. 

Viktor Frankl (2010), the concentration camp survivor and inventor of logotherapy, saw 

death in all its ugliest form during his time in the camp. He realized that if the people had a 

meaning and purpose for their lives, they could endure and stay alive. A key motivational 

factor is a sense of doing meaningful work and understanding its purpose.  

Bridger and Gannaway (2021, 65-72) mention how work can become more meaningful if 

Its meaning for someone else and the task's purpose in the bigger picture is clear. Panu 

Luukka (2019) shares a story of radiologists whose correctness of diagnoses was 

increased by 46% when they were shown the x-rays and pictures of the patients' faces. 

The person's image gave them a greater understanding of the meaning of their work and 

woke up their intrinsic motivation to do the task better.  

The above three motivator factors are a part of Daniel Pinks’ Motivation 3.0. theory (Pink. 

85-108), but the Connectedness is the third factor in the self-determinator theory by Deci 

and Ryan (Bridger and Gannaway 2021, 65-72) and the fourth factor in Martela’s and 

Jarenko’s theory (2015, 71-91). It means that a person feels cared for and connected to 

others. A sense of belonging and working towards the same goals is a vital motivation 

builder. Bridger and Gannaway’s (2021, 65-72) research has shown that connection to 

other people is strongly linked to people’s best experiences. Positive social relations, for 

example, with management, peers, or people from outside the company, affect individuals' 

well-being as it increases the level of serotonin in their brain, which activates the reward 

circuitry and makes us feel happy.  

Center for Talent Innovation found that sense of belonging increases the individual’s 

productivity, motivation, engagement and makes it more likely to contribute to their fullest 

potential. A Belonging Barometer study by Ernst & Young Global Limited was launched to 

understand “the emotional impact of belonging.” They found that people want to connect 

with their co-workers, and checking in on one another now and then increases their sense 
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of belonging, especially if it is done with positive intent. Reaching out to a person on a 

personal or professional level makes them feel valued and connected and enhances their 

employee experience, especially if the reaching out is done by the company leaders. 

(Twaronite 2019) 

Being a part of a team has been researched extensively. Psychological safety, which 

significantly affects connectedness, has already been handled in chapter 3.2.2. Timothy 

R. Clark (2020-chapter Conclusion) has introduced the four stages of psychological 

safety: inclusion safety. That is closely linked to connectedness and becoming a part of a 

group. The individual will need to experience being respected and having permission to 

participate to stay motivated. If they do not, it will negatively affect the individuals' 

confidence and cohesion.  

 

3.1.5 Managing Change 

The human brain is hardwired to have a built-in survival instinct, and change is seen as a 

threat. In his book, “Change,” Kotter (2021, Chapter 2) says that this survival channel has 

played a vital role in the survival of the human race but does not serve us well in today’s 

world. Often change might make people feel afraid and anxious and activate their “fight or 

flight” -mode, starting the survival channel. There, however, is a companion to the survival 

channel, the thrive channel. It means that the human brain is looking for opportunities 

instead of threats. Spotting possibility activates the internal mechanism and makes energy 

go up and feel passionate and excited. If a person's thrive channel is activated in a 

change situation, it will result in more positive emotions and help people be more creative, 

innovative and collaborate better with others. Conversely, if the survival channel activates, 

a person’s energy spikes, and focus will shrink to ensure personal survival.  

In today’s fast-moving world, organizations often fail to activate their members thrive and 

fail in change. Many companies struggle in arising the thrive as the historical experiences 

of their members and the threats affecting them by the news and social media have 

overstimulated people's Survive. Even though change must be led without overheating the 

Survive of people, it does have positive effects and makes people faster problem-solvers. 

Kotter says that great leaders keep survival alert but make sure it is not overheated but 

rather aid them to thrive. He also stresses that change must be led and not managed. 

(Kotter 2021, Chapter 2)’ 
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Figure 11. How Survive and Thrive can best work together and lead to good solutions. 

(Kotter 2021, Chapter 2) 

The citizen development movement is a part of the digital revolution that constantly 

changes the world and organizations (Gartner, Newsroom 2021). Today the speed of 

change is much faster than it has been in the past, and we live in a world of great 

uncertainty. The work of many will change significantly, and the digital transformation will 

and has already created many threats and opportunities. Big, transformational change 

happens more often, and the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the change in the last 

two years as it has forced companies to adapt to the new situation in a short time. Some 

companies have succeeded better than others, and it is essential to try and understand 

what those organizations that succeed in transformation do differently from those that do 

not. (Kotter 2021, Chapter 4) 

Citizen development ensures continuous change in the company. To effectively launch 

novel solutions, change management skills are needed to fully realize the full potential of 

the applications created by citizen developers. It requires introducing modern technologies 

and changing business processes and the methods the old systems are used. 

Unsuccessful change management can derail a successful adoption of citizen 

development in the organization. It is important to have advocates and natural 

ambassadors for citizen development who believe in it and want the organization to 

succeed in it. Those could be people who have experienced the value of citizen 

development in their own work or just people who like to try new things. By leveraging 
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their enthusiasm, these change ambassadors can make the implementation of citizen 

development easier. (PMI 122-128) 

Words must match the deeds to succeed in change. If there is a gap between what is said 

and done, the change will not be successful as people grow cynical and stop believing in 

the change. Therefore, it is essential to show by deeds that the organization is serious 

about the matter, and it is not just another of those change initiatives which do not lead to 

anything new overall. It is essential to understand that honest communication about 

change is not merely data transfer, but people's faith must be evoked for the change 

vision. Their anxieties will have to be accessed, and their anger must be accepted. The 

leaders of change will have to find ways to deal with them and generate the buy-in of the 

whole organization. (Kotter. 2008 step 4).  

The pace of change can often feel too slow for change-driven people and make them 

frustrated and stressed (Kotter 2021, Chapter 2). However, it is essential that when 

starting citizen development in the company, it is well planned, and the structures it 

requires are all in place. The management will need to strategically choose to begin 

implementing citizen development, act as sponsors for the change and ensure they are all 

aligned. In addition, employees may need to get a higher level of autonomy to do their 

development work to what they have previously had and more training opportunities to 

learn skills required in citizen development (PMI 122-128).  

Being transparent about the future is vital. If people know what to expect and understand 

the greater meaning behind the change, they will accept the change more quickly. 

Demonstrate how they can make their work easier by showing them solutions already 

done, visualizing the benefits of citizen development to an individual, and telling how the 

company is planning to upskill them. It is also crucial that the citizen developers have 

enough support and documentation they can turn to when they need help. Recognizing 

and mobilizing change ambassadors can significantly help activate peoples thrive to 

citizen development and increase enthusiasm for the opportunities it can bring and 

generate buy-in. Finally, in the words of Kotter (2021 chapter 2), “Unleash the power of 

masses.” A sense of shared ownership of the endeavor will help generate the buy-in, get 

the masses to contribute, and make sure the change is done together with the future 

citizen developers. (PMI 122-128) 

3.2 Findings from Literature Review 

With the digital revolution, businesses are expected to respond much faster to customer 

needs than before. Today, customers and company employees are accustomed to quick 
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response times and having information easily accessible when and where it is needed 

(Gartner, Newsroom 2021). The need for custom-made apps and task automation has 

been recognized in most companies, but external consultants often implement such 

solutions (Wong 2019). Some of those solutions could be created by citizen developers. 

Often solutions needed are relatively simple to develop, have low value from the whole 

company's perspective, but would significantly streamline an individual's or group's work.  

People who become citizen developers enjoy developing. They have an intrinsic 

motivation to develop, and if they are allowed to do so, their employee experience will 

increase (Martela & Jarenko 2015 71-76). In addition, the work done by citizen developers 

can affect the employee experience of others working in the company. For example, if a 

citizen developer uses a low-code tool, such as MS Power Automate, to automate a 

repetitive task, it will help the person previously doing it and let them concentrate on more 

valuable work. 

When other people become a part of citizen development, as PMI (2021, 11-14) suggests 

in Ideation 2.0, they will become a part of the change process, and the outcome will 

probably fit their needs better. Likewise, when people have systems that serve their needs 

well, it will affect their employee experience (Morgan, Jacob 2019).  

On the other hand, the organization will need to be ready for citizen development. They 

will need to work decidedly towards the kind of culture where citizen development can 

flourish. It is a self-feeding loop; citizen development increases the employee experience 

and vice versa. 

Citizen development will need to be invested in, and in many cases, it will require 

significant organizational culture changes. The employees will need to be empowered to 

make decisions, but they will need sufficient skills to do that. The culture that can increase 

company innovation is psychologically safe as it will ensure the people can be open about 

their ideas and be critical (Edmondson. 2002). In addition, seeing people as individuals 

and meeting their unique needs will increase their employee experience (Heikkonen 2019, 

61-66). To motivate people to become citizen developers, the company should offer them 

autonomy, mastery, purpose, and connectedness (Martela & Jarenko 2015, 71-75).  
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4 Research Methods 

.  

Action research is a method of research that is done with soft techniques. The methods 

address real-life events and examine the implications of this intervention. Action research 

focuses not on obtaining generalizable information but finding precise information for a 

specific situation and purpose. Action research is not a research method but a research 

setting. In action research, the work is done in close collaboration with the setting for 

action. (Anttila 1998) 

Action research is related to the work, and the subjects of the study are all those with 

whom the researcher has a functional connection in that situation. The research subjects 

are those who work together with the researcher on the problem. Action research provides 

a systematic framework for the problem-solving situation. It will also influence future 

development projects. (Anttila 1998) 

It is an empirical method because it involves observation and uses behavioral data. It 

relates to "here and now” experiences and not the subject's past experiences. On the 

other hand, it can also be counted as a hermeneutic method because the researcher must 

interpret the situation and its factors. Action research is flexible and adaptable, and it can 

change during research phases. It also allows interaction, experimenting, and innovating, 

but it might happen at the expense of control. (Anttila 1998) 

According to Ojasalo, Moilanen, and Ritalahti (2020, 58-64) action research process work 

in cycles. The spiral moves from observation to evaluating and reflecting, planning, and 

implementing if the plan is changed—its trickers to another spiral, including the same 

steps.  

Action development is an integral part of organizational development. It is a collaborative 

and interventionist way to research how behavioral science knowledge and existing 

organizational knowledge are integrated. Action research is done to address existing 

issues, and it aims to bring change and develop a self-help-competencies that add to the 

scientific knowledge. It is an evolving and collaborative process. It is essential to 

understand the past and build on it to change the present and shape the future in action 

research. Action research is conducted with people rather than to them. (Coghlan, 

Abraham 2016, Chapter 1.) 

The context of action research can be divided into environmental and local (Coghlan, 

Abraham 2016, Chapter 1.). The environmental context is the global and local economies 
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in which the action research occurs. The environmental context of this thesis is the 

ongoing digital transformation and its effects on the knowledge workers and development 

done in companies in the future. The local context in this thesis is the functions in the 

organizations where citizen developers work and the citizen developers as individuals.  

Quality of relationships between members of the system and the researcher is essential in 

action research (Coghlan, Abraham 2016, Chapter 1.). Having a trusting relationship 

helps to succeed in research and reach high-quality outcomes. The people participating in 

action research should share goals, reflect together. Collaborative actions will have to be 

taken. Building trust and developing a common language is essential. Even though this 

thesis did not have the collaboration aspect of action research, the previous had to be 

established with the interviewees. Before the interviews, discussions were held with them 

on LinkedIn to ensure trust in the interview situation. Their stories were also shared with 

them, and they were able to give feedback and ensure their correctness.  

The quality of the action research process itself will need to be ensured. The quality is 

built on the inquiry process and implementation (Coghlan, Abraham 2016, Chapter 1.). 

The meaning of the dual intent is to constantly through continuous collaborative cycles to 

generate insights, trigger action and pay attention to the project's processing. The quality 

of action in this project was done continuously. The development was agile, and it started 

by creating the skeleton of the website (Appendix 6). The literature review and the 

discussions with the interviewees were the biggest influencers on the website's content 

and the decision to start a LinkedIn group for citizen developers (Appendix 7).  

Outcomes in action research usually improve organizational practice and the participants 

developing their competencies (Coghlan, Abraham 2016, Chapter 1.). Another outcome is 

the actionable theory which adds value to an organization. This thesis does not look for 

outcomes to a single organization but a solution that will help many organizations to take 

the correct action to reach an employee experience that supports development. During 

the discussions, the interviewees discussed their competencies as citizen developers, and 

some of them understood their benefits and opportunities to learn new skills. 
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Figure 12. A complete theory of action research by Shani & Pasmore (2016). (Coghlan, 

Shani 2016, Chapter 1.) 

  

I was researching a phenomenon, citizen development, and my research had an 

ontological aspect. Popper’s three worlds (1972) combine three elements of my thesis 

(Anttila 1998). This model incorporates all three parts of my thesis into one research entity 

as it combines the physical, human, and psychological aspects. In the perspective of this 

thesis, the three worlds by Popper, world 1. is the software used by citizen developers, 

world 2. the organizational culture and employee experience, and world 3. is the website 

created.  

 

 

Figure 13. Popper’s three worlds (1972) 
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Ethical guidelines of the Academy of Finland were followed, and the below matters sill be 

taken into consideration:  

1. Follow the good scientific practice 
2. Be truthful, meticulous, and accurate in your research, recording, presenting, and 

judging the results.  
3. Do the data collection ethically 
4. Be transparent when publishing your findings 
5. Note other researchers’ work and their scientific knowledge 
6. Give credit to whom it belongs 
7. Plan, conduct and report the research in detail by the standards set to scientific 

knowledge 
8. Make sure the materials are determined and recorded acceptably. If researching 

group, discuss the matter with other parties as well and find consensus.  
9. Inform the financing to those participating in the research, but also on your 

reporting and publishments. 
10. Follow good administrative practice. 
11. Handle your documentation and lists of publications with care and ensure the 

information presented is accurate and truthful. 
12. Take requirements of confidentiality into account 

(Academy of Finland. 2003) 

It is vital to work towards transparency during the entire research process. It had to be 

considered when designing and carrying out the interviews and interpreting data. Also, the 

strategies for research, the selection of interviewees needed to be transparent. (Hiles & 

Čermák. 2007) 

 

4.1 Interviews for Data Collection 

Outside literature review, the interviews played a crucial role in this research. The insight 

about what citizen development in many organizations currently looks like, how a 

company can start developing their employee experience, and what it takes for citizen 

development to become sustainable came mainly from the interviews. The citizen 

developer interviews were semi-structured theme interviews, but I will also conduct expert 

interviews for employee experience and IT experts.  

According to Ojasalo, Moilanen, and Ritalahti (2020, 106-113), there are two main 

categories to choose from when conducting an interview: structured or semi-structured. 

The semi-structured interview can be divided into three sub-categories; theme interviews, 

focus interviews, and group interviews (Krueger 2002, 6-7).  

Semi-structured interviews are linked to a specific topic and require a high understanding 

of the topic. The questions have been adopted based on the interviewees’ background 

and experience level as citizen developers. (IfD Qualitative Research Specialists 2018) 
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I have a citizen developer background and have strong knowledge of how an organization 

can influence an individual’s willingness to develop and expertise in citizen developers' 

tools. However, to hold interviews on employee experiences point of view, a great deal of 

research has been done in the literature and as a part of my studies. This has enabled me 

to conduct the interviews professionally and ask additional questions. In addition, using 

semi-structured interviews as my research method allows the interviewees to share their 

stories about their experiences in citizen development and create a good conversation 

about the topic. 

The map of questions I created contained a wide range of open-ended questions. In 

maintaining the conversation-like interview and getting more in-depth answers, 

summarizing interviewees’ previous responses be necessary. The interviews were started 

with a broad, general question about the interviewee and their past. It is essential to start 

the interview with a question that makes the interviewee comfortable and helps them 

answer more specific questions later on. More in-depth questions were asked after a good 

conversation had been established. The interview was ended with a conclusion section 

and by asking clarification questions. (Gibbs 2013) 

When conducting the interviews, I aimed to keep the questions straightforward to avoid 

confusion. In this, I did not always succeed. Only one question should be asked at a time. 

Active listening, showing empathy, and sensitivity are essential, but the interviewer needs 

to challenge what the interviewee is saying if necessary. Summarizing, asking probing 

questions, and mirroring are good tools for an interviewer to show that they are listening 

and make sure they understand the interviewee correctly (Krueger, 2002). When 

interviewing, I had to find the balance on how much they should talk. Asking too many 

questions might feel pushy to the interviewee, and too few might leave them quiet (IfD 

Qualitative Research Specialists 2018).  

Even though the analysis was mainly done after the interview, some of it was done during 

and right after the interview. This is because during the interview, for example, the 

sentiments and reactions can be best analysed. The interviews for this thesis were held 

on Teams and recorded. After the interviews, the recordings were checked for any 

technical issues. At this point also notes should be checked, and the themes, hunches, 

and interpretations should be written down for future use. (Krueger, 2002) 

I Used the Teams functions to create preliminary transcripts of the interviews. After the 

interview, I listened to the recording, and the preliminary transcript was corrected. While 

re-listening the interview, I examined the emerging themes and possible quotes and made 

typologies of chosen topics. (Krueger, 2002) 
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The reporting of the citizen development interviews I did narratively. I created stories 

based on the interviews about their experiences as citizen developers. 

The quality of research is the researcher's responsibility (Academy of Finland. 2003). The 

Ministry of Education has created guidelines for good scientific practice in Finland.  

To ensure the high quality of the research and validity and truthfulness of the stories, 

interviewees' have checked them. 

 

4.2 Interviews 

From these interviews, I am looking for real-life stories people have had as citizen 

developers or reasons why they have not become citizen developers. Depending on my 

interviewee, I was looking for answers to different research questions.  

From the interviews, I attempted to recognize the culture in the company and try to 

understand what in the company culture is most important for citizen developers. I am 

also looking for answers on how to become a citizen developer and discuss with my 

interviewees why they have become citizen developers, what kind of people they are, 

what skills they have, and what they value.  

When drafting questions for the interviews, I decided on having three main themes: 

Questions about the person as an individual, questions about various aspects of an 

organization and employee experience, questions about collaboration with IT and 

development technologies.  

By asking questions about the person as an individual, I wanted to create a picture of a 

development-minded person who already is or would be a potential citizen developer. I 

wanted to learn about their background, job roles, character, skills, motivators, and 

preferences, whether to work in a group or alone, and their best experiences to 

understand the motivators behind their development work.  

The questions about the companies and the employee experience were linked to 

motivation, psychological safety, training, future opportunities, prevention of citizen 

development, opportunities to use the time for development, and a network of citizen 

development.  

The last set of my questions was about the tools available for citizen developers, 

collaboration with IT, solutions created, technical assistance needed in development work, 
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ensuring the sustainability of citizen developer created solutions, and ensuring the 

security of solutions.  

The questions selected varied in the interviews as many were answered before the 

question was asked. However, in many cases, the discussion with the interviewee created 

an opportunity to ask probing questions.  

The interviewees I have selected from my LinkedIn contacts and those who were 

voluntaries. I aimed to choose as a heterogeneous group of interviewees as possible and 

wanted to find people who have worked as citizen developers in the past and continued 

their career at development, who are working as citizen developers currently and those, 

whom I saw as potential citizen developers, but have not yet had a chance to develop. 

See the reasons behind the interviewee selections below table: 
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Table 3. Selection criteria for interviewees. 

Interviewee Criteria Experience in development 

1 
A person working in financial 
management and has taken part in 
IT education. 

Working on technical role in 
business 

2 

A person with an interest in process 
automation working in a business 
role. I saw her as a potential citizen 
developer. 

Not a citizen developer yet, 
working in a pure business 
role 

3 
A person working in a business role 
who has participated in RPA 
development 

Citizen development with 
Excel and taking part in RPA 
projects as SME 

4 

A person was volunteering as an 
interviewee. He works as a 
consultant, selling companies tools 
suitable for citizen developers.  

Consultant for Google 
Workspace. Past as a citizen 
developer. 

5 
A person working in a business role 
and has created a wide range of 
Excel and Power BI tools. 

Citizen developer 

6 
A person working in a business role 
and has created a wide range of 
Excel and Power BI tools. 

Citizen developer 

7 
A person working in financial 
management and has taken part in 
RPA education. 

Citizen developer with RPA 

8 
A person working in business and 
has worked in RPA development. 

Citizen developer with RPA 

9 An Employee experience expert 
Experience in organizational 
culture and working with 
leaders 

10 A technical architect 

This person has some 
experience with low-code 
development in his 
organization but has a good 
understanding of citizen 
development and its 
requirements. 
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Most of the interviewees are citizen developers or have been citizen developers in their 

past positions. Their stories can be found in the following chapters. There are, however, 

also people amongst the interviewees who have a different point of view on the topic. 

(Appendix 1, Appendix 2) 

Interviewee number four had a professional interest in how consultation companies can 

help their customer organizations to start citizen development and how the risks could be 

overcome. In his story, I have combined his story about citizen development and our 

conversation about citizen development and organization culture. (Appendix 3) 

Interviewee number nine was an employee experience expert. She does not have citizen 

development experience but has a long history of working with companies to improve their 

organization. I was using her input in the conclusion chapter, where I suggested how 

companies could ensure that their organization is fruitful for citizen development. 

(Appendix 4) 

Interviewee ten works as a technical architect and brings the IT aspect for the conclusions 

and help me to produce solutions, which would allow companies to ensure the 

sustainability of citizen development. (Appendix 5) 

4.2.1 Interviewee one - From Excel Templates to ERP System Tailoring 

Interviewee one has a clear interest in using technologies to make work more efficient, but 

she still worked in business. Her education originally was a Bachelor of business 

administration, Financial Management. Later, she graduated with a Bachelor of business 

administration and business information technology after taking part in a year-long 

conversion study.  

Interviewee one has worked in a small company with less than five employees, and she 

gradually started to find more efficient ways of working and became a citizen developer. 

Before her business information studies, she mainly developed Excel templates and 

developed processes. When speaking with my interviewee about the organization she 

works at, it soon becomes evident that she works in a company where everybody can 

ideate and experiment. Everyone in the company is interested in trying new things, some 

more quickly than others. The organization enables them to speak directly and give open 

feedback and improvement suggestions.  
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None of the company employees are IT professionals. Only my interviewee has technical 

training, which she describes as superficial. However, with the help of partners, they have 

been able to change their business line, and the company’s primary business is now 

selling the ERP system to the customers, and they all take part in the development of the 

system, and it is part of their role descriptions. All employees are encouraged to ideate 

and develop the work, and even the summer employees have permission to find new, 

more efficient ways of working. The company leaders are development-oriented, and this 

has created a fruitful culture for citizen development. The partners lead by example as 

they do not wish to spend time repeatedly doing the same mundane tasks but look for 

solutions to remove the unnecessary manual work. 

My interviewee is very interested in technologies, and user experience is essential to her 

from early on. When starting in the company, my interviewee worked in different financial 

tasks and a cashier rental business. Working in the cash register system maintenance 

and understanding customer problems with the systems have given her good skills to 

work on development. At that point, she used Excel to simplify the work of herself and 

others by creating templates for different purposes. As a part of her bachelor’s thesis, she 

investigated how an open-source ERP system, previously discovered at the company, 

could be tailored for the use of their customers, and now her primary role is to help their 

customers create an ERP system fitting their needs. Unfortunately, the low-code solution 

embedded in the ERP system is not actively used due to its high cost.  

When talking to my interviewee, a few things come up repeatedly. First, she wants to have 

a deep understanding of the task she is planning to develop. Second, she always put the 

customers and their user experience first. She usually starts by doing it manually first, and 

only after understanding the process and its needs and opportunities is she ready to 

develop it.  

In her role, she helped the customers develop the open-source ERP system together with 

outsourced developers and brought her experience and expertise to the development 

project. User experience is very close to her heart, which seems to be the biggest driver 

for her, and I would not be surprised if she would be working in that field in the future.  

What makes my interviewee a citizen developer is not that she currently works with an 

ERP system and helps customers tailor the system to their needs, but all the other 

development she does. Her business intelligence studies give her more competence in 

development, but the driver for development comes from within her. She has a long 

history of financial management and has a comprehensive understanding of its tasks, 

which is a good base for development. She tells me how she quickly gets bored with 
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routines after working manually and then seeks ways to remove the manual routine by 

automating it or creating a template with Excel, which is re-usable. My interviewee does 

not see herself as innovative but instead takes advantage of technical implementations 

made by others and modifies them to her own needs.  

My interviewee describes herself as calm and accurate and tells how her experience in 

financial management and coding she learned at school bring out those qualities. She 

also tells me how she is always willing to try new things. As the best experience in work, 

she names a case where she had problems getting customers’ accounts settled after an 

event they had held. To detect the error causing the problem, she searched the database 

and tried to understand the cause tirelessly. After finding the mistake, she worked hard to 

replicate the issue to ensure it would not occur again. That shows persistence and a 

future-oriented person who does not accept errors as inefficiencies but finds a way to 

correct them and prevent them from happening again. 

Even though my interviewee’s company is development-oriented, it has not been as 

successful in development as it could have. Being a small company brings limitations on 

how much they can develop their employees’ competencies in development. Often, it is 

the case with short-term employees that they do not get good enough induction to the 

systems to make actual development. The other employees also lack training, and the 

company is unable to provide it. My interviewee would be interested in developing her 

technical skills further, but the company is too small to support her. That is why my 

interviewee is looking for opportunities elsewhere. 

Another challenge in the company is the sustainability of the solutions. They have a 

structure for documentation for solutions created and changes made to them, but as the 

employees are not professional IT developers, they do not know version control and 

documentation very well. They instruct everyone to document the changes made, but they 

all have their way of recording, and the documents do not include the steps taken during 

the development but rather the end state. 

When reflecting on the interview, it seems that even though the company is idea- and 

development-friendly, they still have a long way to go to reach their full potential. Working 

in finance management, they will need to provide their customers with more automated 

processes created with both RPA and AI in the future. My interviewee did mention that 

their customers had already started to ask for them. However, the people working in the 

company and without further training will need to depend on external partners and 

outsourcing. In addition, most of the solutions their customers require are too big for 

citizen developers to create, but in those, I would see my interviewee not as a citizen 
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developer but rather as a business process specialist and user experience expert. She 

has been a citizen developer and has been lucky to work in an environment where she 

can try and learn. However, as happens with many citizen developers, they, later on, 

become professional developers and eventually stop working with the operational 

business tasks. 

4.2.2 Interviewee two - Potential Citizen Developer 

The story of my second interviewee is an excellent example of the unfilled potential to 

make the work more efficient and the rise of citizen development in a company due to 

employee experience. Her work history is very fragmented, and she has a lot of short 

employment relationships and periods of unemployment behind her. However, she has 

bachelor’s and master's degrees in logistics and has experienced numerous different 

ways of working with the same tasks. As a result, she could bring the best practices from 

other companies to her employees’ processes if she were listened to.  

What makes her a potential citizen developer is her comprehensive experience in different 

supply chain management tasks, interest in development, and the skills to develop and 

automate simple tasks with RPA solutions. In addition, she is goal-oriented and is looking 

for ways to make implementations that will positively impact the long run and solve a 

short-term problem. Finally, she describes herself as a fast learner who quickly 

understands large entities. Thus, she has the mindset of a citizen developer; she has not 

become one due to her past experiences. 

Her past work experiences have lacked psychological safety, and she has not felt like a 

member of the team but an outsider. She has not been seen as an expert in supply chain 

processes but has often been labeled a temporary employee. Her experiences have 

created a vicious circle. Labeling has affected her self-efficacy, and when looking for work, 

she has settled for less challenging and temporary positions with very few opportunities to 

develop, and in the end, routine work has bored her. However, the biggest obstacle in 

becoming a citizen developer has been a fear of making mistakes. She has worked in 

environments where harsh feedback has been given publicly, even for relatively small 

failures. It has led to a state where she constantly tries to avoid making mistakes and has 

been too afraid to try new solutions. Making a mistake has made her feel ashamed, guilty, 

and passive. As a result, she has not become a citizen developer. In a workplace where 

she as a person or her skills were not seen as assets, where she has felt like a second-

grade employee and only had a short time to make a difference and demonstrate her 

potential, her willingness to develop has petered out. 
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In short, my interviewee has not been able to use the potential she has due to 

organizational reasons. Looking at her experiences from motivation creations' point of 

view, the corporate culture has suppressed her intrinsic motivation to develop. She has 

lacked autonomy due to the temporary nature of her positions. She has not experienced 

mastery because the psychologically unsafe environment has affected her self-efficacy 

and prevented her from taking on challenges. She has lacked fellowship with her 

colleagues, and people have not gotten to know her as an individual. They have mostly 

seen her as a temporary employee who would be leaving soon.  

Now she feels that she is working in a company where she could finally become a 

developer if her fixed-term contract continues and the current workload will become easier 

to handle. She is currently working in a similar position she has previously held, but 

something is significantly different, and she feels more motivated and safer. In this 

company, for the first time in her work history, my interviewee feels trusted, that her skills 

are appreciated and that she can be herself. She does not need to worry about what 

others think about her and how she works. Now she feels like a valuable member of the 

team. The difference between now and her past experiences is that she is not treated as a 

fixed-term employee but as an equal to those with a long history in the company. She is 

even a little surprised that no one has called her the summer employee or a substitute for 

someone, which has happened repeatedly in her previous positions.  

My interviewee currently works at a country office of a multi-national company, which has 

a head office in Germany. The company does not yet have robotic process automation 

solutions to their tasks in Finland, and she does not know the level of citizen development 

in the company. In addition, the logistics team in Finland is currently highly understaffed, 

and due to lack of time, there is no time for development, but once all the open positions 

are filled, my interviewee is planning to start to develop her, and maybe others work. 

However, she does wish to cooperate with others, but that would require breaking siloes 

between functions.  

In the future, my interviewee hopes she can become a citizen developer and use, for 

example, her RPA development skills to streamline work. She already has ideas on what 

could be automated and how it could help different stakeholders. Her goal in development 

will be to create simple automation for routine tasks in processes. When we talked about 

automation creation, my interviewee emphasized that she would want to understand how 

the solutions are created. Even though she would not be developing them herself, she 

wishes to have a comprehensive understanding of them.  
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When we talk about the environment where she could become a citizen developer and 

maybe use her skills in creating RPA solutions, my interviewee highlights the importance 

of good communication and cooperation between business functions. She feels that work 

with meaningful content, appreciation from the community and the ability to co-operate are 

the key elements in becoming a citizen developer.  

4.2.3 Interviewee three - Maverick Developer 

The story of interviewee three demonstrates well the benefits that a citizen development 

can make in the individual's own work experience and what is timesaving that comes from 

creating minor improvements and simple tools for repetitive tasks. She has a long history 

in the banking industry, where she has worked in different customer-facing and support 

functions and is a citizen developer. But unfortunately, she is a loner in citizen 

development, working in a team where the essential technical skills are relatively low. 

Enthusiasm for development was striking when talking to this person, and she is one of 

those people, who will become citizen developers, no matter what kind of environment 

she works in. Of course, how much the company benefits from her development work 

depends on the organization. She often finds herself spending a long time trying to find a 

solution for the problem at hand but persistently continues until she does. She could have 

done the task manually more quickly, but she knows how finding a solution to simplify the 

task at hand will save her time in the future. In doing so, she constantly finds new 

functionalities and develops as a citizen developer by using the internet to find help in 

solving the problem. 

An interest in different technologies and deploying the full potential of available tools 

inspires her development work. She is motivated by problem-solving and tells me how she 

tries to use the available technologies to make work more efficient and remove 

unnecessary steps from processes, impacting work well-being and minimizing the effort 

needed for the tasks. In addition, she describes herself as an inquisitive person who gets 

easily inspired and enjoys fast tempo work.  

She does not have experience creating automation with RPA solutions herself or using 

any other tools for development but Excel, but as she stated, creating solutions with Excel 

for making the future work more efficient resonates with her problem solver side. She 

loves the process of finding solutions and is persistent when doing it. When creating her 

solutions, she visualizes the future work routines to be simpler and wants to remove the 

manual steps from the process. She is inquisitive, enthusiastic, solution-oriented, 
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persistent, and has good basic technological and logical reasoning skills, visual memory, 

and likes to try new things.  

When I asked my interviewee how the usage of the tools affects her productivity 

compared to her colleagues, she mentioned that she had taken part in different 

development projects during her regular working hours, which the others could not do. 

Like many citizen developers, my interviewee is quite alone in her development work, and 

she does not have proper channels for sharing her successful solutions or asking for help. 

Moreover, she has often been unsuccessful in making her colleagues use her solutions as 

they are too set on the ways they have always worked and are somewhat afraid of using 

new tools for performing their tasks. As a result, people are not interested in changing 

their working methods and learning more comprehensive skills on available tools and are 

reluctant to use solutions she has created 

Luckily, it seems that her abilities and interests have been noticed in the company, not as 

a citizen developer but as an SME in business processes, and in recent years, she has 

been able to take part in RPA projects affecting many employees. In these projects, she 

can use her expertise to make work easier for more people, which she has been unable to 

do with her citizen development.  

The departmental siloes and unwillingness to cooperate with people working in different 

functions can be detected in this company. Often, the managers communicate cross-

functionally, but team members' roles are very restricted, and teams can not cooperate 

with others. When I asked my interviewee about role models, she was able to name one 

person who is highly skilled with Excel and has shared tips, but most of her development 

is self-inflicted, and she looks for solutions by herself from Google.  

My interviewee explains that there is a desire for development in the company where she 

works, but the cost discipline is an obstacle in getting the systems to meet the needs of 

people working with them, and the software projects are very long. The hierarchical 

organization also makes it difficult and time-consuming to implement any changes to 

available software or new applications. This structure makes the cooperation with IT very 

hard, slow and requires straightforward documenting of needs from the person making the 

order.  

If the company empowered citizen developers and gave people some autonomy to create 

the most straightforward solutions to their specific needs, they would cut the IT backlog. 

Now, however, the organization is far from implementing citizen development.  
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The first obstacle for implementing citizen development in this company is that it is difficult 

for employees to share their ideas outside their teams. There have been attempts to 

create an ideation culture in the past. People were asked to initiate and share ideas on 

what could be done better. As per my interviewee, only a fraction of those ideas was 

utilized. Sharing the ideas was made easy, and the best ones were rewarded with a small 

monetary reward and could have company-wide effects. Unfortunately, this proceeding is 

no longer in place, and it is now more difficult for individual employees to get their ideas 

heard. 

The second is a lack of training provided to employees and the low technical skills people 

have. That is a case in my interviewee's company, but the same issue can be identified in 

many other companies. For example, my interviewee's skills in such a standard tool as 

Excel have helped her save a significant amount of time on her workdays. However, she 

worries about the level of skills people have to essential tools in general. She can only 

name one other person in her colleagues with similar Excel skills in the company she 

works at. She calls for more comprehensive training for the applications people work with 

daily to help them to understand how they could be used to make work more effective. In 

addition, she would be interested in learning what is to come and how the technology 

landscape will look like in the future. Now she hopes to get more in-depth training on 

Excel and would like to learn basic programming.  

The third issue is the lack of cross-team collaboration. Breaking the siloes and making 

communication more transparent would help people to become citizen developers. My 

interviewee thinks that the hinderer in citizen development currently is withholding 

information and that people do not know the development prospects in the company’s 

future.  

In my interviewees' dream organization, there would be cross-team and cross-function 

collaboration. She would have someone to ask for help from and could share and hear 

different views on the same problem. In her dream organization, people would find ways 

together to make work more effective and even make some tasks unnecessary. 

Unfortunately, as do many of my interviewees, the citizen developers, my interviewee is 

looking for opportunities elsewhere. She is currently on study leave and does not see 

herself returning to her current position or company. If she leaves, the company loses a 

great deal of tacit information and an effective and forward-looking employee. 
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4.2.4 Interviewee five - Graduate Engineer and Developer at Heart 

Interviewee five had a different educational background compared to my other 

interviewees. He is a Master of Science in technology and does not have a business 

education. However, he has worked in various supply chain and manufacturing positions 

for the last six years. Currently, he is working on a multi-national company selling and 

manufacturing products for the retail market.  

The developer's role fell naturally for him after he had worked as a temporary summer 

worker in the company’s planning team. After that, he went back to school for some time 

and worked only part-time. As he could not work total hours and therefore not take 

responsibility for managing any product category, he became the developer. 

Understanding how things work and how they could work better have always motivated 

him. He likes to know how things are linked together and the entities, and if he sees an 

opportunity for improvement, he has used Google to find solutions on how to actualize 

them. Interviewee five aims to find a way to make his daily routines useless and thus 

create value for the company. 

He sees that the essential skill he has as a developer is his intrinsic motivation to learn. 

When starting at his current employer, he did not find himself an expert in Excel, but he 

has used significant amounts of time to learn. He currently works with Excel and Power 

BI. He also tells how his social skills have helped him understand other people and have 

beneficial conversations. He stresses creativity’s role in finding alternative ways of getting 

the same or even better result. He also has a habit of challenging himself by promising 

something before knowing how to deliver it. 

Interviewee five enjoys learning and understanding the causalities between different tasks 

and work done in other teams. He describes himself as persistent and finds the same 

laziness in himself as interviewee six does. He sees himself as rather generous and not 

an accurate person, and that is why he likes automating manual work and avoiding any 

possible mistakes he would make himself doing them.  

When working in the planning team and afterward, interviewee five has not only 

developed his own work, but others have often used his solutions. He sees that it is 

essential to make sure the solutions are highest of quality. To reach it, he spends a 

significant amount of time making sure they are error-free, polished, and professional-

looking. By doing that, he makes sure the users have a positive first experience. He finds 

that it is vital to understand the user's actual needs, and on company-level development, 

he sees that sometimes new solutions are searched for wrong things. He says that when 
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the development idea rises from the real need, the solutions are better received than if the 

idea comes from somewhere else.  

When working with daily routines, it is often the case that an eight-hour workday is not 

enough if a person wishes to develop. Interviewee six, however, gets the energy and 

motivation to do his daily tasks if he can do some development work on the side. In most 

of his roles in the company, no time has been allocated to development. Nevertheless, he 

has done it, and removing the inefficiencies from his work has freed time to develop more. 

Sometimes the solutions done by citizen developers can be timebombs, vulnerable, and 

dependent on their builder, but the solutions' sustainability is important to interviewee six. 

So, he makes sure that all the solutions he has built are well commented on and 

documented. Thereby he can make sure that in case he leaves the position or company, 

anyone with little technical skills can fix them.  

He has done good work and has been rewarded for it a few times, but he finds that there 

are risks that the reward can have a negative effect. Therefore, he stresses how 

rewarding should be carefully considered, and there must be a proper justification for it. In 

addition, he sees that communication about the reward must be done correctly and, if 

possible, make sure that the person receiving the reward is present. He does, however, 

tell that the best experiences in work have been those when colleagues have recognized 

his work. 

Interviewee five sees that all the organizations have their faults and therefore do not have 

a dream organization. However, he does tell that the closest teammates have the most 

significant effect on his experience at work. If they work towards the common goal and 

believe in things the others do, it would be a good basis for a good organization. In the 

dream team, no one is left alone to solve a problem, help is offered, and solutions are 

found for the way forward. He also sees that working in a team ensures the best solutions 

in development work. He has had experiences where a team has participated in ideation 

and planning a development process and has found it very beneficial and meaningful. 

Interviewee five tells how he has had the privilege of working in a team with a very 

supportive and inclusive atmosphere. When he started in the company, he was the only 

person in the company with a Master of Science in technology education. However, he 

later witnessed that the organization had become a little more diverse. There it has been 

safe to speak out and ideate. The people have been open to ideas. In general, he has 

found that it has been easy to speak up and even give feedback to the management in the 

local organization.  
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He sees that to spread citizen development in the company, even more diversity would be 

needed. Most of the people in the company do not have the intrinsic motivation to 

develop, and he sees that working with tasks that are truly interesting to them might spark 

it. He also sees that it would benefit people to understand the work in other teams and 

functions and how their own work links to the entity. When people would understand 

cross-functional dependencies, or even what the colleagues closest to them work with and 

how they work, the basis for development would be more robust than it is now. 

Most of his fellow students held a development position in different companies, and due to 

the lack of technological skills in his own company, he often turns to them for help in a 

tricky situation. 

 

4.2.5 Interviewee six - Lazy developer working overtime to find solutions 

Interview six was held together with interviewee five as they both work at the same 

company and could complement each other's answers. Interviewee six is relatively young 

and only has work experience of about five years, of which he has been most a citizen 

developer. My interviewee's company is a multi-national company, and he has mainly 

worked in the supply chain roles.  

Interviewee six has spent hours and hours finding solutions from the internet to make the 

work more efficient and remove mundane, repetitive tasks. When he first started at his 

current employers' customer service team, he quickly noticed the inefficiencies in the 

processes. When he began, he was given instructions to do his tasks but grew bored with 

repetitive and mundane tasks in a few days and began to think that there had to be a 

different way to do them. He was by no means an expert developer. He had basic Excel 

skills but had the drive to learn. So, he worked long days, trying to learn how he could 

simplify the work. He had no mentor but had to use different sources found in Google to 

build up his skills. He learned how to use Excel macros and SAP scripts to automate tasks 

that required information lookups from various sources, and at best, his solutions did the 

tasks, which previously had required an hour only in a few minutes.  

The spark for his citizen development was the tasks he had to perform in his role in 

customer service, and ever since, he has constantly looked for different ways to 

streamline the work. Sometimes he uses Excel, but he has become an expert in Power BI 

and partially moved away from task automation in his later positions. Interviewee six tells 

how interviewee 6’s solutions have inspired him to learn. They have worked in similar 

positions and are both skilled Excel and Power BI users. 
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Interviewee six sees himself as an unyielding person who persistently looks for causes for 

errors and tries different solutions. He also tells how he has a passion for his development 

work, and without it, he could not have become a developer as learning the skills 

sometimes requires looking at YouTube videos in his free time. He also sees himself as 

lazy, lazy in doing mundane, repetitive tasks.  

With his solutions, interviewee six wishes to make it possible for himself and his team to 

concentrate on the essential things and not spend their workdays looking for information 

from several different applications. For example, he has used his skills for making the 

creation of purchase orders in SAP more efficient and created reporting to help others in 

decision-making. He has never had allocated time in his role for development, but he has 

prioritized it, and the solutions he has created have freed time, which he has often used 

for further development.  

Even though technical skills are essential to citizen developers, interviewee six finds that 

one of his most essential development skills is social skills. He sees that those citizen 

developers who do not have strong social skills often develop only their own work. 

Interviewee six has been able to help people cross-functionally because he has opened 

discussions of development opportunities with different people and has demonstrated the 

benefits of automation or a report to them.  

In creating his solutions and reports, he concurs with the interviewee's 6th mission to 

provide a smooth first impression when people are using them. That he sees as the way 

to ensure that people will start using them as a part of their daily routines. He recognizes 

that there is a particular group of people who are not keen on changing their ways of 

working and do not like change, and that is why he finds the skills of change management 

essential to citizen developers.  

His development and intrinsic motivation to help others work have been recognized in the 

company, and he has had a chance to work in several interesting roles in the company 

since his fixed-term position in the customer service team came to an end. He has 

received few rewards for his work but says the best reward has been the opportunities for 

new positions. He recognizes how his citizen development and motivation to spend extra, 

sometimes unpaid hours, looking for solutions and developing his skills has positively 

affected his career. He sees that his motivation to develop and technical skills have been 

the differentiating factor, which has helped him when competing against others.  

The organization and teams where interviewee six works have a culture in which speaking 

up and giving feedback are safe, and in local matters, the employees often have 
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influence. However, on the issues decided centrally on the European level, small 

countries often cannot impact decision-making.  

He could recognize very few individuals in the organization who could be potential citizen 

developers. In general, he says that the technical expertise is relatively low in the 

company, and people often do not have the drive for development. Interviewee six sees 

that for a person to become a citizen developer, they will need to have an inner drive for it. 

He stresses that sparking the people’s intrinsic motivation is the key to amplifying the 

company's citizen development. It is also possible that there are no suitable people in the 

company who are potential developers, and in those cases, he thinks the development-

oriented people should be looked for when recruiting new people. The company where 

interviewee six works have offered employees pieces of training on tools available, but 

they still lack in demonstrating how work could be developed with them and have not been 

able to spark the employees' interest in development on a larger scale.  

When picturing the dream organization, interviewee six stresses that he likes working with 

people who have passion for the work itself and working together. In addition, he finds it 

essential that people working on a task understand its effects on the rest of the 

organization. He mentions an example from his past, where the people working in the 

planning team collaborated on finding solutions to avoid out-of-stock situations on 

products. He then experienced how his colleagues took extra effort to help him and 

understood what was at stake. He also sees that different people can complement each 

other and bring diverse perspectives. Finally, he sees that it is crucial to do the 

development work, not always alone, but with other people.  

4.2.6 Interviewee Seven - Brave Moves to Get Experience 

My interviewee seven already has a long career in financial management. For years, she 

has been working with different tasks in finance, such as accounting, payroll, and 

consolidated financial statements. She does not recognize herself as a citizen developer, 

but her actions tell otherwise. She is the first of my interviewees who have created 

solutions in her workplace with robotic process automation (RPA) as well as Excel. 

Unfortunately, her experiences have undermined her skills as a developer and her self-

view.  

My interviewee has made much effort to start her career as an RPA developer. For a year 

and a half, she studied the topic in her free time. Unfortunately, she did not get any 

support for her studies from the company and has been forced to take significant personal 

risks after her studies to be able to utilize her skills. She had to put her job on the line to 
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keep her skills up to date and gain experience in building RPA solutions. She gave the 

management an ultimatum that she would either work full time in development or quit her 

job. Now she is orientating her replacement for her previous job but is not sure that she 

can work in development in the long term in her current company but was told that there 

might not be enough development needs to keep her. However, my interviewee trusts that 

she will find a new post as an accountant if she does not get a development role 

somewhere else in case of losing her job. 

When she started to plan for the rest of her career, she wondered for a while if she was 

too old to study something new but did it anyway. She wanted to find something where 

she could use the expertise she had accumulated over the years, so she enrolled and was 

accepted to a course on robotic process automation. She spent the next year and a half 

working during the days and studying in the evenings. My interviewee was surprised to 

see that instead of young IT wizards, the fellow students were like her, people with long 

work histories looking for new directions to their careers. Currently, she develops with 

Excel and UiPath Studio and hopes to learn more skills for Power BI. She is now entering 

a phase in her career where she will find out how much she enjoys RPA and technical 

development or will she someday go back to accounting.  

Before her RPA studies, my interviewee was already a citizen developer who simplified 

her work with different Excel solutions, as did many others in the company. 

Implementation of RPA in the company has not been originated from the management, 

but it has required persistent sales work from the person I interviewed. She has 

understood the benefits RPA could bring to the company and sees that RPA will be 

essential for companies in the future. RPA development has not been included in the 

company’s strategy because the management has not had a good enough understanding 

of it, and they do not have a tangible touchpoint to the work that could benefit from it. 

Starting RPA development in the company has required perseverance from my 

interviewee, but eventually, she has received tacit approval for her work and has been 

able to implement RPA. Still, she lacks support and would hope to get the management 

on board.  

Social media has played an essential role in her career change. Interviewee seven has 

not had any role models at work. Being the only person with RPA skills in the company 

and single-handedly driving the implementation of RPA, she had to look for role models 

elsewhere. She follows other RPA developers on LinkedIn and learns about their 

experiences. Her difficulties and feeling that her work is not appreciated or even 

recognized significantly influence her engagement with the company and even her well-
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being. On LinkedIn, she likes to follow people who work with RPA development in 

companies with the managements and organization’s support. She urges to get 

affirmation that there are places where that is the case as that is currently not her 

personal experience. 

The peers of my interviewee have understood the value of her work. Her RPA solutions 

have removed many tasks from their workdays and therefore made the work more 

meaningful. She says she constantly gets requests for new implementations from her 

colleagues, who are looking for something to help them cope with their workload, and has 

given her very positive feedback.  

Interviewee seven gets quickly bored when working with the same tasks for an extended 

time, and her best experiences at work are linked to software projects she has taken part 

in as the system key user. She enjoys seeing the results of her work and how her RPA 

implementations make the job easier for someone. She also says that she is quick to 

learn new things and understand vast entities, which helps her understand causes and 

effects, and her curiosity, perseverance, and laziness are her most important 

characteristics as a developer. She also reminds us that development often sparks from 

laziness and how the machinery, such as washing machines or robotic lawnmowers, was 

born out of a desire to avoid doing the work manually.  

By her development work, she wants to ensure that development and the necessary 

change take place. She likes doing the development partially with other people but says 

how most often the best ideas come in her free time. For her to get to a creative state, she 

will need to be in a state of relaxation, and that is not often the case, for example, in 

organized workshops. However, she does hope that there would be people in the 

company she could turn to when facing problems. She feels that it would be beneficial if 

the company would have a team of RPA developers instead of just herself. 

She also states that if the company were willing to invest in their employees' learning 

opportunities and let them take training they see as beneficial for their future career, it 

would positively affect work satisfaction and even the employer brand. My interviewee has 

asked for an opportunity to participate in training to learn Power BI, but the management 

has not seen the opportunities it would bring beneficial enough to grant her permission for 

it. She also sees that giving people time to develop and seeing it as valuable work would 

enable them to grow their work satisfaction. She recognizes how spending a few hours 

searching for a solution to make a repetitive task more efficient might allow more time 

spent on development in the future and bring an opportunity to devote more time to more 
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value-adding tasks. Fortunately, if she leaves the company, they have a sustainable 

arrangement for her RPA solutions and a partner who will take over. 

 

4.2.7 Interviewee Eight - RPA developer 

This is a story about a citizen developer and a person who, with more skills on the basic 

tools available to most of us, could have created much more. My last citizen developer 

interviewee has a long history in the insurance sector. She has experience working with 

many different systems and gradually became interested in how they worked and learned 

how to make the job easier with the opportunities they provide, for example, by in-built 

macro-creation. However, she realizes that if she had had better skills in using the basic 

tools available, such as Excel and even Outlook, she could have made a more significant 

difference as a citizen developer. Her interest in technologies and enthusiasm was 

recognized, and she was asked to participate in implementing RPA in the company, which 

she happily did. She acted as an interpreter enabling people from different functions to 

communicate clearly and reach high-quality solutions. Currently, she is looking for a new 

position in IT and sees that her past experiences have given her an excellent basis for her 

future career. 

Streamlining work has been my interviewees' motivation for development. She calls 

herself inquisitive, extrovert, easily approachable, and a little megalomaniac and sees that 

these qualities make her a good developer. She can see processes in a flow chart kind of 

manner and therefore has an excellent understanding of entities. If she does not know 

what affect her work has on others, she is not afraid to ask. She is not afraid of admitting 

her mistakes but instead tries to learn from them. She also says that she can 

communicate well with very different people, and when talking to her, it is evident that she 

values their differences in skills and ways of working and finds open discussion of high 

value.  

She finds it valuable in any development that people working in different roles can better 

understand each other. Her aunt has been her role model and helped her understand that 

people should never be valued by, for example, their past or position, but all views are 

important. She finds that in all development, the end-users understanding should play a 

key role, and she sees that those working in the business have the best knowledge on 

how their work should be developed. Often even the line managers do not understand 

how the people work and why they do specific tasks, let alone people working in a 

development team. That is why she finds ideation on a team level necessary. One of her 
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past employers organized ideation competitions for teams and ensured that the best ideas 

were implemented. Teams were rewarded for finding solutions to make work more 

streamlined. Ideation together with colleagues had a positive impact not only on the work 

itself but also on team spirit.  

She sees that enabling people working in business roles to automate their work using 

RPA solutions would be a dream situation as they would know precisely what solutions 

would benefit them. However, she fears that the fear of losing a job kills people’s 

motivation to develop their work as there is a risk that the citizen developers make 

themselves redundant by automating tasks and streamlining work. Nevertheless, she 

sees that training people with such skills would increase their self-efficacy and well-being, 

improve their sense of control, and provide them skills valuable on the job market. All in 

all, my interviewee calls for more training for the tools people use daily for their work.  

In her experience, many companies have online courses available for different purposes, 

but people do not have time to take them. She feels that having higher skills on the 

essential tools used in business would have benefited. She now sees how quality excel 

solutions could have significantly helped RPA creations as Excel could have already 

handled parts of processes. She also tells how many processes were not automated due 

to low profitability even though they could have significantly made work easier and 

increased individuals' wellbeing. She now sees that the creation of simple Excel tools 

could have been used, at least in some cases. However, they did not see that as an 

opportunity at the time due to their own lack of understanding of the tools' potentialities. 

She has experienced that many experts are afraid of sharing their knowledge and ways of 

working with others, fearing others' reactions to doing things differently. She recognized 

that co-workers and supervisors significantly affect how freely one can share ideas, 

feedback, or criticism about ways of working. The teams where she has worked before 

her career with RPA have been diverse a wide age distribution. She reminds that 

developing a group of people with a wide age scale is not as straightforward as it would 

be for a more homogenous group. She highlights the importance of open dialogue before 

changes are planned. She has experienced that in such cases, it is crucial to understand 

how those with lower technical skills will not experience the changes too challenging and 

will be able to continue working. People with long work histories often held significant 

amounts of tacit knowledge, and therefore my interviewee sees that it is important to also 

understand their needs when developing. She has experienced that younger people tend 

to look at the work more from a bird’s eye view and see work more as a process that can 

be improved, but then there is a risk of losing important information held by the elderly. 
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My interviewee is not motivated by monetary rewards, but she finds it important that her 

work is seen as valuable. Before she started working with RPA solutions and was a citizen 

developer, she would have hoped to get more recognition from the time savings her 

development work brought. She tells how important it would be that line managers see the 

extra work citizen developers do and how their work should be valued and should affect 

the reviews, and they would not be reviewed only of tasks on their job descriptions. My 

interviewee's best experiences at work have been those where her peers have seen the 

value of her work. She also remembers proudly a project where she persistently 

questioned the developers saying that something could not be done, and finally proved 

them wrong and made the project a success.  

 

 

4.2.8 Interviewee four - New Career Opportunities from Citizen Development 

My interviewee differs significantly from the first three interviewees. He is currently 

working as a consultant in an IT company. He has two angles to citizen development; his 

past as a citizen development and understanding the opportunities citizen development 

might hold to their customers.  

My interviewee four has an interest in citizen development from his current point of view 

as a consultant. However, it took him years to realize that he had himself been a citizen 

developer in his previous position. From that position, his current employee spotted him, 

and he started a new career. This interviewee did not do low-scale Excel, like many other 

of my interviewees have done, but working in a family company, he had the mandate to 

do more comprehensive development. He was working in the field of logistics and a 

conservative company. There, he started to review the processes critically and look for 

technologies that could be used for development. As do many citizen developers, 

interviewee four independently looked for solutions he could develop and learned to use 

the tools he found. As a result, he re-designed processes and created automated 

workflows. In his development, he used the Google workspace tools together with Zapier 

and Ultradox. 

When discussing what skills make him a good developer, he mentions the ability to 

perceive and learn processes quickly. He can understand processes as entities, individual 

steps, and people’s roles even if looking at them from outside. Another skill he finds 

beneficial in citizen development is quickly learning new technologies by trying them out. 

Interviewee four feels that his development work has benefited the company by growing 
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productivity since his solutions have saved work time as he has minimized the time spent 

on repetitive processes.  

He did not have any role models in development but had the intrinsic motivation to change 

things. He describes himself as development-oriented and that he is always looking for 

ways to work smarter and look for automation opportunities. He enjoys seeing that his 

success in something has a positive effect on someone else's work and his best 

experiences are those where he has received positive feedback from the customer after a 

big project. In best cases, his solutions have brought real added value to people and, for 

example, have helped them find insights they would not have found without them. He is 

interested in technologies and readily tries out new solutions, and is not against having to 

do some investigative work to spot what causes an error in the system. Learning new 

things and improving his technical skills make work more satisfactory to interviewee four.  

As I previously mentioned, citizen development also touches this interviewee from a 

different point of view. His background and his experiences in various software 

implementations with customers make him a fascinating interviewee. He has the box seat 

for many companies, and we spent much time discussing implementing citizen 

development in companies and what it would take. As a consultancy company, they are 

currently trying to predict what their customers will require from them in the future and 

whether the clients' own employees will partially do their developers' development work. If 

that is the case, they might need to change their offerings to meet that need. However, he 

does see that someday it could be possible that citizen developers would take over on 

some development tasks, but for that to happen, the organization will need to support 

citizen development, which rarely is the case in companies. 

In addition, he can recognize from his clients' employees many individuals who have a 

mentality of citizen developer but do not have the technical skills yet. He sees them as 

potential citizen developers. His current role is to help companies to bring technological 

opportunities available to their organization. In some cases, he sees that some individuals 

working in the client’s organization could become the developers and build part of the 

needed solutions instead of my interviewees' company doing it. He has recognized many 

individuals working in different business fields who do not realize being citizen developers. 

He sees that they often have been interested in technologies early on, even if their 

profession is something else.  

Interviewee four sees the implementation of citizen development as he does any other 

change. The key for successful implementation is to choose how development will be 

done in the company strategically. For example, will citizen developers partially do it, or 
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will it be bought as a service as a whole? Interviewee four sees that if the company aims 

to increase its number of citizen developers, they will need to work towards a culture that 

supports their choice. The role of supervisors and management is significant in 

disseminating citizen development in companies. They will need to make a strategic 

decision to start taking citizen development forward. However, it will be crucial that the 

person managing the IT department is on board, as it will require that they give autonomy 

to people with no IT training, and the end products will not always be successful. In 

addition, he sees that in big corporations where systems are owned by IT, they need to be 

able to ensure the systems work, their traceability and monitoring implementing new tools 

for citizen development might be slow or not possible at all. If that were the case, it would 

make it impossible to implement citizen development in the company.  

In general, my interviewee sees IT’s role in citizen development as being an enabler. In an 

ideal situation, IT would offer citizen developers help, consultation, sparring opportunities, 

and different points of view. He would also see it beneficial that IT would help the citizen 

developers improve their technical skills. He sees that currently, one of the biggest 

challenges for citizen development is the lack of sustainability and how the solutions made 

by citizen developers are bound to their creators or specific teams, and collaboration with 

IT and documentation could be the solution to tackle this problem. If IT would play a part 

in maintaining solutions created by citizen developers, they would also get better 

transparency on their solutions. 

Superiors will be the role models. The company culture should be supportive of trial and 

error. My interviewee four said that people’s ideas and suggestions should be heard, and 

communication should be transparent. He sees that supervisors always have a role in 

change, and the rise of citizen development will need them to spark interest, offer support 

and encourage people. However, for people to take an extra role, as citizen development 

usually is, they need to have a certain self-direction level and hold a relatively high level of 

responsibility. There is no one way for supervisors to empower citizen development in 

their team, as all teams are different, and people are individuals. Interviewee four would 

start by understanding who the people working in the group are and what their roles are. 

He, however, stresses that recognition of citizen developers’ work would be beneficial if 

the company wishes to increase their number in the organization. Citizen development 

should not be taken for granted. There is a high chance that a person doing the 

development stops doing it if his work is not appreciated. Having the right culture and 

communicating about citizen developers' work is a lifeline in implementing citizen 

development. 
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Interviewee four stresses how tolerating one's own mistakes is essential for citizen 

developers. Citizen developers are doomed to hit a wall now and then and fail in their 

endeavors, and he reminds us how important it is to learn from those mistakes and value 

them and not get discouraged. The person who has the developer mentality, interest in 

technology, and enjoys improving things on a micro-level is potential citizen development. 

However, he cannot name any specific pieces of training that could be beneficial to 

potential citizen developers.  

When I shared with Interviewee four how I had recognized that citizen developers are 

rather alone with their development work, he shared my view. He knows how working as a 

citizen developer in a team where everyone else works on entirely different tasks can 

sometimes be lonely. He remembers how colleagues could not be less interested in his 

small successes, and there was no sparring partner nor anyone to share the joy of 

successes with. The reader of this text will need to understand how the achievements in 

citizen development can be minimal, finding an error in code or getting a part of the 

solution to work after endless trying. We talked about networks of citizen development, 

and he sees how cross-functional citizen development collaboration would bring an 

opportunity to get peer support and people to celebrate the small victories with.  

4.3 Findings from the Interviews with Citizen Developers 

The people I interviewed were in different stages of their careers. Some of them have 

already transferred from business roles to IT roles, many of them are looking for new 

opportunities in IT, and by the time this thesis is finished, two of them have already started 

working in new roles.  

For most of my interviewees, becoming a citizen development has been inherent. They 

are people who have a passion for development, the mental qualities of a developer, 

basic skills in development, and willingness to learn. Many of my interviewees have 

become citizen developers even though the companies have not had proper structures in 

place for citizen development. My interviewees have a developer's mindset, and they tend 

to think about future solutions instead of dwelling on the problems. They have a growth 

mindset towards development and value the opportunities to learn (Dweck 2019).  

None of my interviewees did citizen development to get rewards for it, but they valued the 

positive feedback received from colleagues highly. They also keep developing themselves 

simply because they have a strong urge to learn. However, if the citizen developers' 

development work is not valued in the organization or they run out of opportunities to 

develop, they will probably start looking for challenges elsewhere. For example, three out 
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of my eight citizen developer interviewees no longer work in the company where they 

acted as citizen developers, and two are looking for challenges outside their current 

employer. Those citizen developers, who have felt that the employer values their 

development skills and who have been able to do career changes within their employer's 

organization, have decided to stay. 

Many of my interviewees did not feel that their work was supported, and the lack of peer 

support was apparent. For example, interviewee four mentioned that being a citizen 

developer in a business team was a lonely role as they work amongst people who do not 

understand what they do and have no one to ask help from or celebrate successes with. 

Other interviewees have similar experiences and have felt like outsiders in their teams.  

Interviewee three commented that her colleagues are so set in their ways that they are not 

interested in using solutions she had created. Because of those solutions and the time 

they have saved her, she has been able to take part in company-wide development 

projects. This situation was familiar to several interviewees, who had experienced 

colleagues reluctant to start using new solutions and changing their working ways. As my 

interviewee five said, a certain level of understanding about change management and 

strong social skills are helpful in citizen development and sharing the solutions. Those of 

my interviewees who have been able to share their solutions within the team or cross-

functionally believed that it was because they have strong intrinsic motivation and are 

passionate about developing but also have strong interpersonal skills. 

Many of my interviewees were concerned about the lack of understanding of the basic 

tools in the companies and how it can prevent people from developing their work or even 

using solutions created by citizen developers. Not everybody is interested in development, 

but some of those who have not become citizen developers because of their employee 

experience. Interviewee eight mentioned how her colleagues were afraid to admit that 

they do the tasks differently than others in fear of getting negative feedback. A few people 

even used Excel-based tools for doing their work but were not willing to share them. In 

these kinds of organizations, where people are unwilling to share their best practices with 

others, citizen development cannot flourish, and immense potential is thrown away. For 

some reason, the psychological safety those people experience in a team is too weak and 

prevents them from questioning the ways of working of other team members and failing to 

reach their full potential (Edmondson. 2002). 

My interviewee five mentioned how sometimes the solutions created by citizen developers 

could be timebombs. The development done by citizen developers can sometimes be 

risky as the solutions are often very dependent on the person who had created them. 
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Most of my interviewees understand the risk and try to tackle it by documenting or adding 

comments on the code or RPA projects to make it easier for someone else to take over, if 

required. However, the problem is that after the citizen developer leaves the team or 

company, there might not be any other person in the team who would have the technical 

skills required for making changes or fixing errors on the solutions.  

To the below table, I have gathered findings common to many of my citizen development 

interviewees.  

Table 4. Findings from citizen development interviews 

Interview 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Currently a citizen 
developer 

  x  x x x  

Potential citizen developer 
 x       

Past in citizen 
development x   x    x 
Further education on 
development skills x x x x   x x 
Learning skills from 
youtube 

  x x x x   

Learning from colleagues 
    x x x  

Asked to participate in 
development processes 
due to citizen 
development 

x  x x x x  x 

Career opportunities due 
to citizen development x 

  x x x   

Looking for new 
opportunities outside 
current employer 

x  x    x x 

Isolated when citizen 
developer 

  x x   x x 

Current role in business x x x  x x x  

Current role in IT 
   x    x 

 

Learning new skills is essential to my interviewees. All but two of them are or have 

acquired formal education linked to development. The driver for their studies has been to 

give them new opportunities in IT or other development roles. Four out of those six 
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interviewees educating themselves are not satisfied in their current position and are 

looking for new opportunities outside.  

Online resources were also commonly used for learning new skills within my interviewees. 

Four of them mentioned that they had learned the skills they use for development 

independently from online sources. Companies where my interviewees worked provided 

online training courses, but they often had a specific solution they needed to learn, and a 

learning course did not fit their purpose.  

Only four citizen developer interviewees have had opportunities to get new challenges in 

the company where they have acted as citizen developers. Most interviewees have been 

asked to participate in different development projects, but their base role has remained 

the same.  

Siloing was a problem in many of my interviewees' workplaces, and they felt that 

cooperation between teams was not possible. My interviewees hoped for more peer 

support from other citizen developers and closer collaboration between citizen developers 

working on different teams and functions in the company.  

The qualities in the below table are collected from the citizen development interviews. 

Citizen developers are a divergent group of people. However, they will need to be 

interested in technologies and be solution-oriented. The interest in development for my 

interviewees was intrinsic, and they had a passion for development.  
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Table 5. Beneficial qualities for a citizen developer as per interviewees 

Quality Importance 

Curious and keen to 
learn 

Citizen developers often are constantly on the lookout for better ways of 
doing things. As a result, they will need to learn new skills and find new 
ways to solve problems. Thus, curiosity is closely linked to willingness to 
learn and see what opportunities are available and what could be their 
next development project. 

Experimental 

The work of citizen developers is all about finding new ways of doing 
something, and to find a suitable solution, they will need to be willing to 
experiment. 

Persistent 

Creating solutions often take a long since citizen developers often lack 
suitable training. They must simultaneously self-train and look for 
solutions independently. They will need to be willing to try and be ready 
to fail often. 

Proactive 
Citizen developers are hands-on workers who walk the talk and find 
solutions instead of complaining about problems. 

Lazy 

Many citizen developers do not like routine tasks and therefore call 
themselves lazy. However, laziness makes them solution-oriented and 
often innovative in finding ways to avoid routine work. 

Socially skilled 
Many of my interviewees were social people who like to interact with 
people and listen to what they have on their minds. 

Precise 
Precision is an essential quality for citizen developers and helps them 
ensure the solutions they deliver are high quality and error-free.  

Technology oriented 

Citizen developers must be technologically oriented. They will need to 
be willing to use time in learning new technologies, and quickly learning 
new solutions is an asset to a citizen developer 

Goal-oriented 

Learning and developing something new can be a slow process. That will 
require a certain level of goal orientation. Setting oneself sub-goals will 
help in reaching the final goal. On the other hand, citizen developers will 
need to understand when the goal has been reached and development 
is no longer required. 

 

 
I also asked my interviewees which of their own skills make them citizen developers. My 

interviewees' interest in technology and technical skills was common, even though not all 

of them mentioned them when asked. Understanding processes and entities was also a 

common answer, as were the skills linked to communication.  
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Table 6. Beneficial skills for a citizen developer as per interviewees 

Skill Importance 

Interest in 
technologies 

 Interest in technologies helps in finding the right technology for each 
purpose. Exploring new technologies will also be beneficial, but for the 
development to be successful, new technologies will need to be 
validated by IT. 

Technical skills 
Citizen development requires that a person gain strong skills in the 
chosen technology. 

Understanding 
processes and 
entities 

Many of my interviewees said that they understood entities and could 
picture processes. Understanding the effects the citizen developer’s 
solution has in another part of the process is essential. 

Logical skills 

When creating automation or applications, logical skills will be needed. 
No-code/Low-code -solutions often do not require strong mathematical 
skills but understanding the idea behind programming will make learning 
easier. 

Learning 

Citizen developers are often not trained by the company but becoming a 
citizen developer will require proactive learning. Many of my 
interviewees were self-taught and used different online sources for 
learning as they developed. 

Communication 
skills 

Excellent communication skills can help understand the work of others, 
their needs, and where they fit in the big picture. It is also necessary for 
citizen developers if they wish to share solutions with others. If a person 
does not have good communication skills, they can become citizen 
developers, but they may develop only their own work. 

Asking questions 

If a citizen developer looks for opportunities to do development work 
for someone else, asking questions will help them understand that 
person's needs better. There is good literature available for asking 
questions. 

Saying "no" 

Citizen developers are often enthusiastic about their development work 
and getting opportunities. However, to keep the workload manageable, 
they should also know when to say no.  
This skill is also vital when citizen developers are asked to do something 
that is not doable or would take a significant amount of time. 

Understanding 
diversity 

Understanding that people are different, have unique needs, and work 
differently will help the citizen developers create solutions that fit their 
needs. 

Social skills 

Good social skills help citizen developers to make the work more visible 
and share experiences with other people. That might even spark an 
interest in someone else for becoming a citizen developer. In addition, a 
citizen developer with good social skills can be a valuable ambassador if 
company-wide citizen development is implemented. 

Experimenting 

Citizen developers will need to be ready to try and fail since creating 
solutions is not straightforward but will require persistence to 
experiment. 

Goal orientation 

Learning and developing something new simultaneously can be a slow 
process. That will require a certain level of goal orientation. Setting 
oneself sub-goals will help in reaching the final goal. On the other hand, 
citizen developers will need to understand when the goal has been 
reached and development is no longer required. 
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4.4 Interview with Laura Hannola; How to Change the Culture to Better Meet the 

Needs of Citizen Development 

If citizen development is seen as an opportunity in the company, they will need to ensure 

the company culture supports it. The company will need to be open to innovation and 

creativity, psychologically safe, and motivate people to develop. In the interview with 

Laura Hannola, Social Psychologist and employee experience consultant (2021), she 

says that the creative culture, which enables co-creation, cannot be too hierarchical. 

According to her, people will need the freedom to make decisions and bring out their ideas 

about what would support their specific needs, no matter which level of organization they 

work at.  

Hannola (2021) stresses the importance of empowering leadership and how important it is 

for the management to understand and appreciate the employees' points of view, even if 

they may differ from their own. They will need to learn to see the realities of different 

people working in the company and make sure all employees are equal and everyone has 

a voice. The management will need to broaden their perspective and interact with people 

working on all levels is essential. The managers are not omniscient, and they will need to 

accept that. The managers will also need to understand that the people working in the 

company most probably pursue the company's interests, and they do not necessarily need 

to be supervised as much as they in many companies are. In a company with creative 

culture, people have a feeling of psychological safety and trust. 

The change often starts from the management, and their interest in changing the 

organization's culture is central. Sometimes, admitting there is a need for change can be 

scary for managers as it might require that the managers acknowledge they do not know 

or understand everything and will need to lean to other people. In a traditional hierarchical 

structure, the managers look at the subjects from above, and the power distance can 

sometimes prevent change. (Hannola 2021) 

Often it is vital to recognize the current reality and the possible negative things in the 

organization that may prohibit citizen development. If the negative things are identified 

and acknowledged, positive outcomes might follow. Admitting mistakes is an excellent 

example of how the company management can lead by example. It might not be easy and 

require a fair amount of self-examination, and not all managers have the courage to do it. 

Simply starting to see problems as opportunities might hide the company culture's 

concerns and needs for development. (Hannola 2021) 
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Understanding the current culture in the organization will need to be the starting point for 

changing it. It is essential to understand what the reality is and how employees experience 

working in the company or acting as citizen developers. Hannola says that an outsider is 

often better at recognizing the organizations' culture, and newcomers see it for a while 

after becoming a part of it. New employees’ feedback and observations are often valuable 

when aiming to change organizational culture. 

People who are part of the organization might sometimes realize its culture but cannot 

necessarily speak out their concerns due to various reasons. Sometimes even an external 

consultant can be helpful in identifying and changing the company culture. As an external 

consultant, Hannola has helped organizations identify their culture by, for example 

conducting in-depth interviews and observing their members’ everyday working life. She 

has often found recurring stories from the discussions about people’s past experiences 

with the organization and its management. Those stories can help identify the positive and 

negative aspects of the culture – and thereby also help change it in the right direction. She 

also mentions that different personnel surveys can be used to understand the 

organizational culture. (Hannola 2021) 

Sometimes companies can have historical burdens which depress employees' feeling of 

psychological safety. People have a long memory, and they often remember what 

happens to others as well. For example, punishment for failings could affect the 

company’s psychological safety long after the company has started to work towards a 

better organization. The key to success then is to create new, positive experiences to 

replace the negative ones. However, to change negative to positive will require many 

positive experiences. It will require determined work towards the positive and large 

number of repetitions.  

The work for changing the culture should also be consistent and persistent. If a company 

has chosen to become a place where trial and error are positive, it will need to be a critical 

factor in all decision-making. Everything a company does should support the goal, and 

every decision should be weighted to understand if it will support or prevent people from 

trying new things. (Hannola 2021) 

People are often motivated to learn and develop their own skills but may feel that they 

lack opportunities. Some people have low self-efficacy and feelings of mastery and do not 

recognize the value of their abilities. Company culture can either support or destroy 

people’s feelings of self-efficacy and mastery. Feedback can help people realize their 

significance and see that others see the value of their work. Feeling equal to others and 

equally valuable and being a part of the group is vital. In some organizations, there is a 
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feeling that some teams or individuals are thought more highly of than others, and the 

members of the teams which are valued lower feel that the work they do is invisible or not 

appreciated. That can lead to the result that people in that team stop respecting 

themselves and their skills. Seeing that one’s work is not taken for granted but is valued 

and that the whole organization understands its significance can improve people’s self-

efficacy and willingness to learn. This will increase the likelihood of citizenship behavior. In 

an organization where everyone’s work is not respected, people are unwilling to develop 

and ideate. After a while, the psychological safety is so weak that people are not 

motivated to help the company succeed anymore and often decide to leave. Losing 

employees affect the organization's ability to ideate and develop, and much potential will 

be lost. (Hannola 2021) 

Hannola (2021) sees that, for example, the motivating factors from the Deci and Ryans 

self-determination theory may provide a good guideline for organizational change. She 

has worked as a consultant in companies trying to improve their culture and tells how 

management has taken autonomy, mastery, and connectedness as their compass in the 

change process.  

She describes how people’s autonomy can be increased by giving them more authority to 

make decisions linked to their work and demonstrating that the employer trusts them. She 

stresses how important it is that even though some people abuse autonomy, not all 

employees should be controlled. As mentioned before, people’s feeling of mastery will 

improve if they get feedback from their work. In addition, giving people opportunities to 

prove their skills by offering them opportunities and challenges will enhance their feeling 

of mastery. Finally, demonstrating that they are working towards the same goals with 

others will increase their sense of connectedness and that they are part of something 

bigger. (Hannola 2021) 

Digital transformation will bring a need for ongoing management of change. It will increase 

the demand for learning new skills, and it can be scary if a person feels that they do not 

manage. She stresses the importance of psychological safety and ensures that people are 

not rushed but supported and allowed to learn at their own phase. If people can show their 

uncertainty and ask questions, they are more likely to keep up with the change and new 

requirements. (Hannola 2021) 

Laura Hannola (2021) sees that more interaction will be necessary between teams and 

functions. Breaking the siloes will require that people working in different teams get to 

know one another and start working together. Teams will need to experience that they are 

equally valued, and the collaboration between different groups of people can be supported 
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structurally, but empathy will be the key to success. For example, cross-team meetings, 

shared goals, or coffee breaks are a good start, but people will need to learn to see 

others' points of view and accept that they can be just as right or better than their own.  

For citizen developers to share their solutions with other groups, structures should be 

implemented. Hannola urges to find an informal channel where people could meet and 

share experiences. We spoke with her about establishing communities of practice or 

centers of excellence where citizen developers could meet, get the needed peer support, 

and share their solutions cross-functionally. She does see the value and opportunities this 

kind of support would bring for citizen development. However, to succeed, the 

management will need to recognize the importance of citizen developers and support the 

spreading of ideas cross-functionally. Otherwise, she sees a risk of the community of 

citizen developers becoming a silo itself. (Hannola 2021) 

 

4.5 Talk with a Technical Architect 

To get the IT’s point of view on citizen development, I wanted to interview a person with a 

long experience from different positions in IT. Timo Paananen has a background in 

consultancy, and currently, he is working as a technical architect. He started his career as 

a coder, has experience as a team leader, project manager, and in different architecture 

roles. In his current job, he has been a critical player in a significant digital transformation 

project. He is now changing his position to a more general and is further from the actual 

development, but instead looks at it from the birds' view. 

The term citizen development is not familiar to him from a work context, but he has a good 

understanding of the concept. He Recognizes that at his current employees' business 

teams, low-code developers are working with MS Power Platform to create business 

solutions but are not called citizen developers.  

He stresses that to enable the citizen developers to create solutions, the suitable 

connectors and APIs would need to be made available to them. He does remind that 

when the low-code platforms are used, there is often a need for connectors and API’s 

which are not readily available on the platform but will require coding, which will require 

the skills of a professional coder. However, once the connectors or APIs have been built, 

the citizen developer will be able to create the planned solutions. He does remind that not 

all development can be done with low-code platforms, but more complex cases will most 

often require coding. However, he sees that it would be most beneficial to provide citizen 

developers a safe environment, where they can do their development at, a playground in 
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which they can concentrate on developing, where they would not need to solve technical 

problems, but IT has done it for them.  

Some salespeople are very credible speakers, and sometimes, for example, low-code or 

SaaS (Solution as a Service) solutions can be purchased too lightly. It is possible that 

people who are working in business team purchase solutions without IT knowing about it. 

Buying cloud-based and Saas tools are easy nowadays, but it is essential to consider that 

the solution meets all the requirements. Paananen mentions that business functions have 

often made purchases without consulting the IT department, such as difficulties in 

integrating other applications or other pitfalls are common when done so. He stresses that 

the business should make the selection of tools but in co-operation with in-house IT. It is 

also always essential to find a few options before making the selection. Consultants 

working in IT roles can also be beneficial, but often are selling specific products and 

therefore are not the best people to help in the purchase decision.  

Paananen mentions that development done by citizen developers in his company has 

been useful, and good solutions have been created. Those have been simple tools, which 

supported the business processes and were built with low-code applications. He sees that 

low-code platforms are promising if they align with the enterprise architecture and 

consider user management, data protection, and security. He stresses that investing time 

in citizen development is necessary and the total workload of a person should be taken 

into consideration, and the leaders should make sure the citizen developers have enough 

time to grapple in development. It might require transferring some of their tasks to 

someone else in the. If enough resources for development are not given, it will easily 

affect the employee experience. Developing processes and automating tasks free up time 

when manual work is removed and enables people to develop further. 

The solutions built by citizen developers can be risky, says Paananen. Suppose there are 

no clear processes for citizen development or support structures available for citizen 

developers, it might lead to a situation where the solutions built by citizen developers are 

invisible. Relevant parties do not have any information about them. The solution can 

depend on one person, and if that person leaves the company, the information about the 

solution itself, its purpose, and use-cases, planned users, and its life cycle will be lost. The 

solutions built by citizen developers can have a significant role in the business process, 

and that is why it would be essential to build structures to make their work visible and 

minimize the risks.  

Paananen sees that having metering and analytics in place could make citizen 

developers’ work more visible. Metering would also point out the benefits and problems of 
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citizen development, and if done very carefully, it could be a base of a rewarding system. 

For example, it could be beneficial to show how many applications have been created and 

how much they have saved time or reduced mistakes compared to manually doing the 

tasks.  

Paananen sees that to succeed in making citizen development less risky recognizing 

citizen development in the organization would be necessary. The company leaders will 

need to invest in citizen development and realize that it is more than providing access to 

low-code platforms, watching a few demos, and telling people to start developing. It will 

require sufficient investing, enough resources to support citizen developers, and a 

framework to guide them when developing. The continuity of the solution should be 

ensured, as well as the support from the IT organization. Citizen development's goal often 

is to get savings, and if the implementation of citizen development is not made 

sustainably, the benefits can be lost. Paananen sees that in many cases citizen 

development could be a potential concept, if supported sufficiently. If citizen development 

is unsuccessful, expensive consultants might be required, and people get negative 

experiences of the concept and stop believing in it.  

Citizen developers will need to have a good understanding of the processes and tasks 

people work within different business functions. Most often, that should be the case 

because traditionally, citizen developers work with the tasks themselves. However, 

Paananen sees that it would be beneficial if a citizen developer also had skills in process 

development and sufficient technical skills depending on the used platforms. He also 

reminds that the basic concepts of software development should be familiar to everyone 

developing solutions. For example, that development should not be done to the production 

base, but a test base should be used, and that taking solutions to production should be 

handled in a controlled manner. 

Citizen development is a concept that could, according to Paananen, be beneficial in 

building bridges between business and IT departments. Working together and finding 

solutions for business needs could break the siloes between functions. He sees that 

citizen development extends the development resource pool for light automation or other 

simple software development. He also sees that citizen development does not have the 

problem of identifying the business requirements, which might be challenging to identify in 

traditional development projects. If the creator of the solution is the one working with the 

problem, they often already have an idea on how to solve it, and there will be no need for 

trying to translate the need for a design document or an order form for IT. Thus, the risk 

for misunderstanding is not realized, and the solution can be created significantly faster. 
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Citizen development is also a lot cheaper than hiring consultants to create solutions, and 

therefore the business case for creating a solution for even low-value problems is better.  

Not everybody working in a business role can be a citizen developer, but Paananen sees 

that a good solution could be at least one person in a team who would do development for 

everyone. For citizen developers to be able to create solutions for people working in 

different teams and tasks unfamiliar to the citizen developers is not as simple as 

developing their own or their teams' work, and it would require clear communication 

between the citizen developer and the person with the business need to succeed. 

However, Paananen sees that citizen developers from different teams could collaborate 

and have a community of practice. It would enable them to assist and learn from each 

other and offer peer support in solution creation cross-functionally but also collaborate 

with IT.  

It is often a case, according to Paananen, that business and IT looks for answers from 

technology. It is easily forgotten that purchasing a technology used by others is not the 

right solution for the company in question. Technology is never the solution itself. It is 

merely a tool that we need to use, but people will create the actual solution. Simply by 

making low-code platforms available to people will not be enough but starting citizen 

development should be a strategic decision from the company, says Paananen, and 

explain how important it is that the leaders understand and accept that it will require 

investments and genuinely communicate the goals to the rest of the organization. Citizen 

development should be marketed within the organization and let people know that tools 

and opportunities are available for citizen developers and let them know where they can 

get support. People should be enabled to make changes for their work and make it meet 

better their own liking. People should be given autonomy to make decisions about their 

daily work, and the options, for example, automating tasks, should be demonstrated to 

them.  

Identifying citizen developers in the company is not a simple task. Paananen sees that 

companies might fail to recognize citizen developers and might not succeed in citizen 

development, especially in hierarchical and top-down organizations. To succeed in citizen 

development would require that the leaders value the employees' expertise and see that 

they are the best people to tell what the work demands and are willing to speak up and 

make changes. It is also essential to understand that some people prefer stable work, 

have set processes and standards, and are not necessarily interested in development. 

Then there are those who like to disrupt and find new ways of working.  
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To keep the citizen developers in the company, Paananen suggests that offering them 

new opportunities and challenges within the organization would be beneficial. He stresses 

that career development should not always be vertical as everyone does not wish to 

become a supervisor, but some people might enjoy more changing to a different role 

horizontally. Rewarding might help, but according to him, it is essential to remember that 

the meters should be well considered as they will determine people’s actions. Recognizing 

that people wish to learn new skills and grow as professionals could ensure that citizen 

developers stay in the company. 
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5 Implementations 

The products of my action research were the “Työnsä Kehittäjät”- website 

(https://sites.google.com/view/kansalaiskehittaminen), which has three main aspects: 1. 

Basic information about citizen development, 2. instructions for potential citizen 

developers and those identifying themselves as citizen developers, and 3. guidance for 

organizations on how to succeed when starting citizen development on a broader scale. 

(Appendix 6) 

I started creating the website in an early phase of the project by comparing different online 

tools available. The prerequisites for the website creation tool were it needed to be easy 

to use, sites had to be easy to modify, and I wished it to have a free URL available. I 

tested three different website builders: Wix, GoDaddy, and Google Sites.  

Due to my previous positive experience on Google Sites, I decided to use that for site 

creation. Google Sites is a tool available to anyone holding a gmail.com address or a 

company domain in Gmail. This tool is simple to use, and publishing the site is cost-free if 

the Google-provided URL is used. Google sites are linked to the account’s Google Drive 

and the documents, forms, and other tools provided by Google. Due to the easy 

accessibility and collaboration with other Google tools, it is suitable for citizen developers. 

Therefore, Google Sites was the selected tool in my previous position to create HR intra-

site for company employees.  

The target groups for my website are the potential citizen developers looking for 

information on how they could become citizen developers, citizen developers looking for 

support and ideas, and the company leaders and HR interested in implementing citizen 

development in their organization. In creating the page, I have used the theories collected 

for the literature review of my thesis, the citizen developer’s interviews, employee 

experience, and IT theme interviews.  

From the citizen development interviewees, I was looking for individuals' experiences 

about being a citizen developer, the organization’s culture, and the core skills and 

qualities the citizen developers had.  

From the interview with Laura Hannola about employee experience and company culture, 

I was looking for solutions and visions about how citizen development should be led in the 

company to motivate its employees to develop. 

https://sites.google.com/view/kansalaiskehittaminen
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From the interview with Timo Paananen, I was looking for a sustainable way to implement 

citizen development. This interview was made from the point of view of an IT professional, 

but it also had many cultural aspects as well.  

After the interviews were finished, I designed the final structure of the website and 

decided which themes to include on the site. From the selected citizen developer 

interviews and my own experiences as a citizen developer, I have authored stories about 

citizen developers to be shared on the site with potential citizen developers.  

5.1 A Page to Make Citizen Development Known 

The content of this page is collected from the literature review and the interviews of this 

thesis. The front page gives high-level answers to questions: What is citizen 

development? Why is citizen development important? How can citizen development 

increase the motivation of employees? Who are the citizen developers? How to recognize 

a potential citizen developer?  

 

Figure 14. the structure of the sites about citizen development.  

The front page and the page for benefits are solely based on this thesis's findings from 

this set of pages.  

Benefits of citizen development:  

• Citizen developers can experience the benefits of rapid development, both in their 
daily work and skills development. 
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• Citizen developers can develop solutions to their own unique needs that would 
otherwise not have a sufficient business case 

• They can create more efficient processes and automated workflows. 

• They can speed up and simplify the conversion of ideas into applications 

• Citizen development helps people shape their job role to look their own 

• The feeling of autonomy increases 

• Citizen developers have a good understanding of the weaknesses of the 
processes and what is vital for their development 

• No complicated design documentation is required 

• Development is rapid 

• Implementations are created for real need 

• If citizen development is carried out correctly, citizen developers will be supported, 
and IT will play an active role. 

• IT backlog is getting shorter 

• Solutions can be recycled, and the risk of duplicates is eliminated 

• The tools made by Citizen developers will be visible 

• The creation of new products and services is accelerating 

• The risk of early IT is reduced if done correctly. IT must play the role of an enabler 
in Citizen development. 

• Citizen development can create bridges between different functions 

• Stimulates widespread innovation throughout the organization 

• Help cut costs 

• It helps increase resilience in times of instability 

• Accelerates digital change and speeds up project-specific work 

• Increase collaboration between teams 
  

To the page links and articles, the content was selected based on the topics of this 

research. For example, I added links and book recommendations to the sites about topics 

of citizen development, psychological safety, motivation, employee experience, and 

change.’ 

The page website's background shares my own experiences and visions about citizen 

development and explains to the reader why the website was created. 

  

5.2 A page for Potential and acting Citizen Developers 

The second main page is for potential and acting citizen developers, how they can get 

started, what they could develop, what skills they should have, and how to find good 

learning platforms. This page gathers the topics of the subpages. 
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Figure 15. the structure of the sites for potential, and acting citizen developers 

The subpage “Identifying strengths and believing in oneself” was created due to findings 

on citizen development interviews. Many interviewees who have developed their work with 

technological tools do not identify their strengths very well. As a result, they often are 

insecure about their development work and its value. The issue seems to be even bigger 

with my interviewees' team members. Many of them do not see themselves as developers 

and need help finding their roles in the changing world. Therefore, I have created this sub-

page with a link to a quiz (Appendix 8) they can take to get feedback on their strengths in 

development and information and links to videos about self-efficacy and growth mindset. 

The citizen developer’s stories are my interviewees' selected stories, but I also share my 

own story and path as a citizen developer. This page aims to create role models for 

potential citizen developers and make them realize that they will not need to be 

professionals in IT to develop. There is also a link to Google forms if anyone wishes to 

share their story with me and links to other citizen developers. 
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The ideas of solutions citizen developers could build include a few examples of viable 

solutions. The no-code/low-code platform providers often have a wide selection of 

templates, and to this page, I have added links to their websites.  

The skills needed for the citizen development page are mainly based on the citizen 

development interviews supplemented with skills mentioned in the literature review. This 

page also includes a list of qualities beneficial for citizen developers. 

Qualities:  

• Experimenting 

• Persistence 

• Curiosity 

• Questioning 

• Precision 

• Being social 

• Proactivity 

• Laziness 
  

Skills:  

• No need to be good at maths 

• Understanding of business needs 

• Understanding entities and effects changes can have to another part of the 
process 

• Interest in technologies 

• Understanding the basic rules of software development 

• Logical thinking 

• Continuous learning 

• Accepting criticism and learning from it 

• Independent working 

• Passion about one’s work and inspiring others. 
  

For the “training” page, I have collected academies offered by the platform providers and 

suggested training to gain sufficient skills to develop. The aim was to look for free or low-

cost training because, according to the findings in the interviews, the citizen developers 

often look for new skills proactively and might not have a company supporting them.  

The chosen tools for this thesis were MS Power Platform, UiPath StudioX, Betty Blocks, 

Zapier, Appsheet, and Excel and Google Sheets. I also added training suggestions for 

service design and lean courses, which are beneficial skills in planning citizen 

development created solutions.  
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5.3 A page for Company Leaders and HR 

The third page of the website is targeted at organization leaders and HR professionals. Its 

main page answers the questions; what citizen development requires from the 

organization and instructions on identifying its culture? The main page is based on the 

literature review and the interview with Laura Hannola. 

 

Figure 16. the structure of the sites for leaders and HR 

This part of the web page is the most theory-oriented and strongly based on the literature 

review findings and interviews. The subpages for employee experience motivated 

employees and psychological safety was part of the preliminary plan as they are also 

widely handled in this thesis. After conducting the interviews, I saw it beneficial to add web 

pages about role models. This page also addresses the self-efficacy and growth mindset 

but from the point of view of organizational development. Another page I added was the 

networking and peer support. It helps the people in high positions understand the solitary 

of citizen developers and how they could tackle it in the organization by creating support 

structures for citizen developers.  
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An organization where people want to develop is the main page and includes links to the 

relevant pages in the form of questions. 

• What are the benefits of citizen development? 

• Citizen development requires constant brainstorming and experimentation. Is it 
possible to speak directly in your organization, or do you have to fear failures? 

• Do your employees have the right to make decisions independently? Will they be 
able to reach their full potential while learning something new? Do employees 
understand what their role is in the organization, why they do their work, and who 
makes the most of their work? 

• Citizen development brings constant change. How flexible is your organization, 
and how do you respond to change? 

• Are there identifiable citizen developers for your employees as role models? 
Where would you find role models for them? 

• Do citizen developers in your company work by themselves? What if you helped 
them create a network where citizen developers from different business areas get 
to share their experiences and get peer support? 

• What skills do citizen developers need? 

• Where do development ideas come from? 

• What are the risks of citizen development, and how are they tackled? 
  

There is also a short section on how a company could evaluate the existing employee 

experience and culture. 

The page about employee experience describes the concept itself and shows how it is 

linked to citizen development. It also shares links to pages you will find more information 

about the employee experience from a cultural perspective: 

• Psychological safety 

• Motivational factors 

• Adequate competence 

• Change and resilience 

• Examples 

• Peer support 
  

From the point of view of technology, issues affecting Citizen development: 

• Tools and the skills they require 
  

The page about motivated employees includes information about what kind of rewarding 

can motivate employees and intrinsic motivation. It also handles the elements of 

motivation, autonomy, mastery, purpose, and connectedness. From autonomy, the page 

shares facts about the organization where the people have the freedom to work on their 

chosen projects. The part about mastery includes the topics of flow, self-efficacy, and 
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growth mindset. The parts about purpose and connectedness are shorter but explain the 

topics. Finally, I have added the link to the page about peer support for citizen developers.  

The page "Licence to fail” is about psychological safety. It includes information about 

psychological safety and why it is essential in the citizen development movement. It also 

shares two lists: 

This is how you create a psychologically secure organization: 

• People have clearly defined roles 

• The teams have clear goals 

• People's skills are sufficient 

• The team has adequate resources to do the job 

• People also see management understand their own ignorance and that their 
thoughts should be challenged 

• Lead by example 

• Providing constructive feedback 

• Showing their ignorance and asking clarifying questions 

• Show failures are accepted and that they do not lead to severe consequences 

• Make speaking about ideas safe, no matter how unorthodox they are 
  

Strengths of a psychologically safe organization 

• People are accepted as their own, diverse selves 

• People learn from mistakes 

• Ideation increases 

• Feedback increases 

• Innovation increases 

• Creativity increases 

• People want to work together and strengthen relationships 

• Less negative thinking and experiences of anxiety 
  

The page about change and resilience demonstrates how strongly citizen development 

and change are linked together. This page summarises the theory of change and how an 

organization can succeed in change.  

The page “The role models bring the courage to try” shares the view of having 

ambassadors of citizen development in the company. On this page, I also remind that 

having a growth mindset and others’ experiences can also effect on an individual’s self-

efficacy and willingness to try new things.  

The page for networks and peer support shares the feelings of solitude identified in many 

citizens developer interviews. I also share views on how an organization could help citizen 

developers feel less alone.  
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• Help the organization see the value of the development work done by Citizen 
developers 

• Give them a chance to get to know each other 

• Allow them to collaborate, for example, set up their own community or discussion 
forum to ask for help when needed and share successes with someone. 

• Bring Citizen developers' colleagues into development. They have potentially 
brilliant ideas for Citizen developers, and listening to them will ensure a successful 
outcome. When the whole team is involved in Citizen development somehow, they 
all have the same goal and are much better able to support Citizen developers. 

  

The last page demonstrates the risks of citizen development and how they could be 

tackled.  

How to succeed in Citizen development: 

• Be aware of the risks 

• Break the silos between functions 

• Invest in sufficient skills 

• Make Citizen development visible 

• Give Citizen developers a safe place to develop 

• Create a framework and processes for development 

• Understand that development does not come from technologies but from people 

• Help Citizen developers understand and avoid risks 

• Provide the necessary interfaces and connectors 

• Allow Citizen developers to collaborate 

• Give developers enough time to try and learn 

• Ensure that the IT function has sufficient resources to support Citizen development 

• Measure and monitor the benefits and risks of implementations 
  

How to make Citizen development more visible? 

• Providing an IT-managed platform for citizen developers 

• Create your own community for citizen developers where you can share expertise 
and get support 

• Tell all employees about citizen development and give examples 

• Help citizen developers advance in their careers but remember that not everyone 
wants to be a leader 

• Create positive role models 
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6 Findings 

This chapter lists the key findings from the whole thesis. Based on the literature review 

and interviews in this research, it will also include suggestions to issues identified in 

empowering citizen development in the company. 

Citizen development is coming. Companies ' IT departments cannot meet the 

increasing need for niche business purposes (Gartner, Newsroom 2021). There is a 

shortage of IT professionals with specific skills. That will lead to a situation where it is 

necessary to find ways to fill the gap. Business-led IT will be able to take simple tasks 

away from IT’s backlog and make their workload easier to handle (Wong 2017). 

There are citizen developers in many companies, but they are not called that. 

Historically, but also now, some people working in business roles have been creating 

solutions with Excel (Eerola & Luuppala 2021). Nowadays, in many companies, solutions 

as MS Power Platform offer more powerful tools for people working in business roles, and 

they are used for task automation, app-building, or reporting. However, my interviews 

showed that the people themselves or the organization they work at do not know the 

concept of citizen development, and their extra role and the work they do might be 

invisible to others.  

Many companies use external consultants or have a separate team, for example, for 

automation creation. As a result, the opportunities citizen development might bring are 

still somewhat under leveraged in companies. In many cases, the company leadership 

and IT department do not recognize the potential people outside IT could have in 

development. That can be caused by siloed organizations where different functions are 

not customized to communicate or collaborate. Several of my interviewees mentioned that 

the actual development was outsourced or done by, for example, a separate RPA team in 

the company. 

Implementing company-wide citizen development will need to be a strategic choice. 

It will often mean a notable change and need to be led as any other change (Paananen 

2021). The organization’s culture will need to be re-designed to empower citizen 

development, and the hoped culture will need to affect every decision made in the 

company in the future (Hannola 2021). A change of this magnitude will need to have the 

support of every manager in the company, and their actions will need to take the company 

in the right direction (Kotter 2021, Chapter 4). 
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If citizen development is a strategic choice in the company and the management is willing 

to invest in it, it will be more successful than without it. However, my interviews revealed 

that citizen development would exist without strategic choice, but few people will enjoy its 

outcomes, and it remains invisible to others. 

Citizen developers exist in companies, but often their development is invisible or 

done with basic office tools. Based on my interviews, even though more powerful tools 

are available for citizen development, citizen developers often use Excel to streamline 

their work. The solutions created with Excel can have a critical role in the business 

process but usually do not have any support after its creator leaves the company. Many 

citizen developers develop solutions to streamline their own work, and the development 

work they do can be invisible to people working in other parts of the organization. If the 

organization has a structure and guidelines for citizen development, it can offer citizen 

developers more versatile tools and make their work more visible across the whole 

organization. 

Citizen developers lack support and contacts with other developers. Many of my 

interviewees mentioned how they felt lonely. They were a part of a business team but 

worked with different problems than their peers. They would have hoped to get more 

contact with people in a comparable situation. They wished for opportunities for sharing 

ideas, getting support, and celebrating successes 

Intrinsic motivation is essential for citizen developers. My interviewees were driven 

by the development and enjoyed finding solutions. They had intrinsic motivation and 

wanted to take the extra step to find solutions. Citizen development requires perseverance 

to keep trying time after time. Without intrinsic motivation, people will not succeed in 

citizen development as they will give in too quickly (Greene 2018, Chapter three). 

6.1 Implications to Managers 

It is possible to ensure that citizen developers' solutions have continuity and 

sustainability. A strategic decision can make citizen development more sustainable. The 

below issues should be included in the strategy: 

1. Create a framework and processes for which citizen developers should follow 
(Paananen 2021; PMI 2021, 105-118).  

2. Make sure people have sufficient skills (Pink 108-130; PMI 2021, 128-137; Wilson 
2018) 

3. Enable and support collaboration across the organization by breaking the possible 
silos between functions (Edmondson 2004; Hannola 2021; Paananen 2021; PMI 
2021, 105-118; Wilson 2016).  
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4. Find a way to provide citizen developers a “sandbox” to do their development work 
transparently and supervised by IT professionals or more experienced citizen 
developers (Paananen 2021; PMI 2021, 105-118). 

5. Look beyond the technology. Citizen development is not about technologies but 
people. Invest in your people (Paananen 2021; PMI 2021, 105-118). 

6. Educate people about risks in citizen development and how to avoid them 
(Paananen 2021; PMI 2021, 105-118). 

7. Provide citizen developers tools for development. Make sure the necessary 
connectors are in place (Paananen 2021). 

8. Create support structures for citizen developers. For example, a center of 
excellence or a community of practice would help citizen developers get peer 
support if needed. (Hannola 2021; Paananen 2021; PMI 2021, 105-118).  

9. Development takes time. Ensure the citizen developers have enough time to learn 
sufficient skills and do the development work.  

10. Ensure that the IT department can support citizen developers and have enough 
recourses. (Paananen 2021; PMI 2021, 105-118). 

11. Measure and monitor the benefits and risks of implementations (Paananen 2021; 
PMI 2021, 151-155). 

 

Low employee experience might not stop people from developing but will influence 

their decision to stay or leave their jobs. Even though the company culture did not 

support my interviewees' development, they had the intrinsic need to do so. Those 

individuals are proactive in learning because they do not wish to spend time doing 

mundane tasks and remove them from their workdays. 

If citizen developers' work and solutions are not valued, or their employer does not offer 

them new challenges, their employee experience and engagement decreases 

(Csikszentmihalyi 2009, Chapter 5; PMI 2021, 128-137). That was the case for several of 

my interviewees, and it was why they were looking for opportunities outside their current 

employer. 

Citizen development is valuable for an individual. Becoming a citizen developer 

requires learning new skills. Citizen developers often aim to get sufficient skills to make 

work more streamlined or automated with different methods. Having a skill set that 

includes strong business skills and enough technical skills to create solutions will be an 

asset when looking for new opportunities.  

6.2 Correctness of Assumptions 

In chapter 1.2, I made the following assumptions when starting my research. In this 

section, I will open the assumptions and on what level this research confirmed them. 

Assumption 1: some individuals will develop their work because they enjoy it, and 

they would do it in any environment. This assumption was confirmed by talking to my 

interviewees. Even though the company culture did not support them to develop, they had 
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the intrinsic need to do so. Moreover, those individuals are proactive in learning because 

they do not wish to do mundane tasks and remove them from their workdays. 

Assumption 2: If the employee experience is not positive, they might not be sharing 

their solutions. This assumption was only confirmed partially. As mentioned, some 

people become citizen developers simply due to their passion. However, most people 

need better guidance and a push to start developing. Negative employee experience and 

lack of support often impact existing citizen developers. They find sharing solutions more 

challenging, and sometimes they feel that mentioning even using them with other team 

members means taking an interpersonal risk (Clark 2020, Stage 2. Learner safety; PMI 

2021, 122-128) 

Assumption 3: Citizen development is risky. This assumption was partially confirmed. 

If citizen development is not done sustainably, it can cause significant problems if the 

citizen developer leaves the company or a team. However, the risks can be minimized by 

having proper structures for citizen development. For example, if the IT department 

becomes a part of citizen development and the solutions are created with the platforms IT 

provides, the risk of shadow IT is reduced, and the business-led IT can work together with 

the company’s IT department. (Paananen 2021; PMI 2021, 22-29) 

Assumption 4: citizen developers within the company will be the best people to 

inspire other people to become citizen developers. This assumption was partially 

confirmed. The literature review confirmed this assumption, but it was rarely a case for my 

interviewees. Only a few of my interviewees could name role models for citizen 

development. Instead, they said they had an intrinsic need to develop and learn new 

skills. Some of my interviewees had role models outside their own organizations, whose 

work and achievements they followed in LinkedIn. However, if the person does not have 

the intrinsic motivation to develop, they might benefit from role models (PMI 122-128).  

Assumption 5: Citizen development can be prevented by not giving the employees 

time to learn or develop. This assumption was partially confirmed. In many cases, my 

interviewees could free time for further learning and development by creating technical 

solutions to streamline their work. However, when they started development, it was 

common that they would use their free time for learning and finding solutions. If people do 

not have enough time for learning, they will not be able to gain strong skills in available 

software and do not know all the potential they hold.  
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7 Conclusion 

This chapter explains the conclusions found from the literature review and interviews. This 

thesis has introduced citizen development more widely and helped people understand its 

opportunities to organizations and individuals. The research looked for answers to five 

questions. 

RQ1. What kind of employee experience supports citizen development? 

Citizen development is an extra role, organizational citizenship behavior, which people 

adopt if they have strong enough intrinsic motivation to develop and courage to disrupt the 

current ways of working. Some have an inbuilt incentive to develop by nature, but those 

who do not have it could still become citizen developers if the organization supports it. 

The company will need to give employees autonomy, opportunities to learn, license to try 

and fail, and help them see citizen developments opportunities.  

The organization will need structures to support citizen developers and ensure they do not 

become outsiders in their teams (Edmondson. 2004). To ensure that citizen development 

spreads in the company, the employee experience will need to be designed to support it 

(Bridger and Gannaway 2021,112-140). Otherwise, there is a risk that citizen developers 

in the company are not satisfied with the company and look for opportunities outside.  

RQ2. How to achieve such an employee experience? 

Creating an employee experience is time-consuming and must be a strategic decision 

(PMI 2021, 22-29). Executing the strategy requires that it affects all the decisions and 

actions taken in the company (Hannola 2021). The leaders will need to set the example 

and repeatedly show that they are full-heartedly behind the change, and the employees 

are allowed to try new things and disrupt old ways of doing things.  

Structures will need to be in place for citizen development to create psychological safety 

(Edmondson. 2004). IT will need to play a role and support citizen developers (Wong 

2019) and a centralized development environment (PMI 2021, 22-29), but also peer 

support and connectedness will need to be ensured (Martela & Jarenko 2015, 71-91). All 

people in the organization should have an equal opportunity to become a citizen 

developer or work in other roles in citizen development.  

RQ3. How to become a citizen developer? 
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An excellent place to start citizen development is to try and find out if there already are 

citizen developers in the organization and if the company has set guidelines for it. 

Becoming a citizen developer requires that a person has a growth mindset and willingness 

to solve problems as they come across (Watts 2020). In addition, citizen development 

requires sufficient technical skills on the chosen solution and understanding tasks, 

processes, and entities. Finally, to avoid problems in other parts of the process by the 

developed solution, understanding or to ask relevant questions about the work of others is 

essential (PMI 2021, 15-17).  

RQ4. How to make sure the development made by citizen developers is sustainable? 

It is essential to be aware of the risks brought by citizen development. If citizen 

development is invisible, and IT does not have information or skills to support the 

solutions, the risk is evident. Creating clear structures and guidelines for citizen 

development and ensuring the developers have sufficient skills and support will help it 

become sustainable (Paananen 2021). 

RQ5. What tools are available 

There is a wide selection of no-code/low-code tools available for citizen development. No-

code solutions have narrower opportunities than Low-code solutions (Johannessen, 

Davenport 2021). There are solutions for automating tasks and processes. Such as MS 

Power Automate, UiPath Studio, UiPath Studio X, Appsheets, Zapier. Tools for application 

creation: MS Power App, Betty Blocks, Appsheets. Tools for business intelligence: MS 

Power BI. MS Excel and Google Sheets can also be used for creating solutions, and in 

many companies, they are the only software available for citizen development. They are, 

however, still good, and versatile tools for citizen developers 
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8 Discussions and Evaluation 

The aim of this thesis was to make the concept of citizen development more familiar and 

open discussion about it. It will be important to help the people who already develop their 

work with technical tools to understand that they indeed are citizen developers and their 

work make a difference. When the citizen developers feel valued and enthusiastic, they 

will naturally become role models to others. I hope this research inspires organizations to 

take actions to empower citizen development. Only after citizen development is a strategic 

choice and citizen developers are recognized in all hierarchy levels, it can flourish and 

fully benefit the organizations.   

There are solution-oriented people interested in developing in most organizations who 

understand precisely how they could make their own or their colleagues work better but 

do not have the tools or skills to do it. Many of them, however, have on their own initiative, 

by using different online resources, learned how to create, for example, Excel solutions to 

make tasks easier to handle and, because of that, are often more efficient than their 

colleagues in performing repetitive, manual tasks.  

By identifying people, who already act as citizen developers in the company, helping them 

bring their work more visible, and allowing them to learn new tools for development, the 

company can create role models for the rest of the organization. The citizen developers 

whose work is visible to others and who are passionate about development will be the 

best ambassadors to help spark interest in citizen development in the organization. (PMI 

122-128) 

Citizen development is an extra role people adopt if they have strong enough intrinsic 

motivation to develop. Based on my discussions with citizen developers, I dare say that 

some people will become citizen developers in any kind of environment. Many of them call 

themselves lazy as they grow quickly bored in doing routine work and start looking for 

solutions to avoid doing it in the future. They are interested in different technologies and 

want to understand how to use their full potential.  

My interviewees told me they have experienced time-saving solutions and want to share 

them with others. They are incredibly persistent and can spend a long time searching for 

an error that prevents them from finishing their solution, even if they must sacrifice their 

free time for finding it. They might not be the best employees in a traditional way, but they 

can help others become even better if given a chance. Those people's enthusiasm can be 

beneficial to the citizen development movement as they will make good ambassadors for 

the cause (PMI 122-128). 
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Working together as a team is also beneficial in citizen development (PMI 2021, 22-29). 

Citizen developers, however, will need to be able to disrupt the current ways of working. 

Enabling people across the organization to get to know each other and creating structures 

for sharing experiences, solutions, and getting peer support would make citizen 

developers less alone. Making sure that the citizen developers would have someone they 

could turn to when in need of help would also be beneficial (Paananen 2021). They could 

be a group of people working in IT or other citizen developers (PMI 2021, 22-29). My 

interviewees saw starting a community of practice for those interested in citizen 

development as a good option.  

To keep the citizen developers in the company, it will be essential to find ways to support 

them and allow them to collaborate cross-functionally with other citizen developers. They 

will need to feel valued, and they will need to see that their work is recognized and 

celebrated. Seeing citizen developers as individuals and showing interest is the best tool 

the management and other organization members have (Morgan 2019, chapter 7). 

Citizen developers are often the only people in their teams creating technical solutions. It 

would be important that the team understand the value of their work and become active 

members in the citizen development movement. For the employees to get the courage to 

share their solutions, they will need to feel that the workplace is psychologically safe. They 

might think that their skills are not valued at a team or company level. They might question 

their own thinking and are afraid of being wrong. Often, when a citizen developer creates 

a solution, it means that they challenge the past ways of working and the way other 

people think. If the workplace is not psychologically safe, the citizen developer might 

create tools that help themselves but do not share them with others.  

Citizen developers might get alienated from their teams due to different interests and 

goals. To integrate citizen developers back to the team they work at could be done by 

challenging the team to develop their work together. Those individuals in the group, who 

are not fit for creating solutions, would become participants in the ideation and design 

processes, and they would all work towards a shared goal (PMI 2021, 42-55). If all the 

team members are part of development somehow, they would have common interests 

with citizen developers.  

To ensure the employees are motivated to take on an extra role and start developing, they 

need autonomy, mastery, purpose, and connectedness (Martela & Jarenko 2015). Citizen 

developers will need to feel trusted and have the freedom to craft their work better to meet 

their own and customers’ needs and wishes (Lyytinen, Hakanen 2021). They will need to 

have enough time to learn new and maintain their theory and practice skillset (Edmondson 
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2004). People will need to get challenging tasks to make work enjoyable but possible. 

Demonstrate the importance of citizen developers' work by offering them career 

opportunities. Help citizen developers share their skills and show that their work is valued 

and celebrated. When people feel good at something, they will be motivated to become 

even better (Pink 2009, 108-130).  

In many organizations, the performance of employees is measured purely against the 

tasks in a person’s job description. Citizen development often is not a part of a person’s 

job description and might be ignored easily. However, the citizen developers must be 

recognized for the extra work they do (PMI 122-128). If a company wishes to keep the 

citizen developers in the company, they will need to be seen as valuable players in a 

team, even if they might not be the best employees in a traditional way. The company 

would have to value diversity, see employees as human beings, and celebrate their 

differences (Edmondson. 2004). Citizen development is a very cognitive task, and 

rewarding will have to be done with care. To keep the citizen developers intrinsically 

motivated, a reward could be a higher basic salary compared to those who do not develop 

(Martela & Jarenko 2014, 15) 

Understanding the company culture is essential when starting to change it. Outsiders are 

often the best people to analyze the culture as those who are a part of it might not see it 

or bring forward its problems (Hannola 2021). Working towards a better employee 

experience can only be done by creating a large number of positive experiences, which 

will replace the bad ones. The managers will need to become leaders, and empathy plays 

a crucial role in a Psychologically safe workplace, as does trust and valuing employees. In 

addition, Edmondson (2004) mentioned that good leadership and support structures, well-

defined tasks, team goals, and sufficient knowledge and resources for doing the job help 

create Psychologically safe teams. 

Sharing the results and stories from this thesis to the public will be done via the website 

(Appendix 6). I am planning to share the website via several channels with its audience. 

Firstly, it will be shared through the LinkedIn post, and the link will be added to the citizen 

development support group. Furthermore, I will look for opportunities to share information 

about citizen development and the website on different blogs and publications. Moreover, 

I plan to share the website and this thesis with organizations that help others develop—

such as consultancy companies in HR, training citizen developers, creating automation, or 

supporting organizations in other ways to meet needs brought by the digital 

transformation. I will also approach companies providing no-code/low-code tools for 
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citizen developers. Finally, I will look for people working in large organizations who could 

start the citizen development movement in the organizations.  

• The Finnish website can be visited at 
https://sites.google.com/view/kansalaiskehittaminen.  

• This quiz can help individuals to understand what their role could be in citizen 
development: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfd27t1yx7ZoRWVMxDIeoyUk_lcV8Fo
z8aZAxFHb9t7bbCrCw/viewform 

• If the reader is a citizen developer, who wishes to share their story, it can be done 
through this form: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdobisk4XHMdSBq7ueEhKD75jvFS_
SUMpeZxdWhjLRPTXuStA/viewform.  

• LinkedIn group for Finnish speaking citizen developers is here: 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9104446/ 

 

This thesis introduced citizen development and how it could be augmented in 

organizations. Research has been done previously on how, for example, robotic process 

automation has been implemented in organizations but not in citizen development. I would 

find it valuable that this topic would be researched more widely in the future. Possible 

future research could be linked to the below topics:  

• How citizen development has improved employee experience in an organization 

• Sharing experiences in implementing citizen development in an organization. 

• Creating measurements for citizen development 

• What kind of skills do citizen developers benefit from, and how many people 
already possess them. 

• Research on how many citizen developers already work in the organization and 
how they could become role models to others. 

• Research on how many employees are interested in citizen development 

• How to ensure citizen development becomes business-led IT and not shadow IT? 

• Safe environment for citizen developers to develop in 
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Attachments 

Appendix 1. Questions for Citizen Developer Interviews 

• Tell me a little about yourself and your background 

• Tell me about the company you work for 

• What kind of job do you get the most satisfaction from? 

• What kind of background do you have as a developer? 

• Are you developing your own work or others? 

• Did you have role models? 

• Is development part of your job? 

• What has been your best experience in working life? 

• Tell us about your three most vital traits that make you develop 

• Skills for development 

• Why do you want to develop? 

• Does the company have a development culture? 

• What has been your biggest hurdle in the development 

• Do you prefer to develop alone or in a group? 

• Is time allowed for development? 

• Is training available for development? 

• Is support available, for example, a network of civic developers 

• How does a company ensure that people dare share their development ideas and 

try them? 

• Does the company reward development? 

• How do you see that the company could increase system development in business 

functions? 

• What kind of training would you like 

• What kind of opportunities would you miss? 

• Are companies considered by developers? 

• What kind of implementations do you have? 

• What tools are used for development? 

• Does IT play a role in civic development? 

• What kind of help do you need from technical experts? 

• What kind of implementations have you been able to do? 

• Ensures application lifecycle management in the enterprise 

• How do you ensure that your applications are secure? 

 

Appendix 2. Questions for the Potential Citizen Developer 

• Tell us a little about yourself and your background 

• Tell us about the company you work for 

• What kind of job do you get the most satisfaction from? 

• Is development part of your job? 

• What kind of background do you have as a developer? 

• However, you have an interest in technology, why don’t you develop in your job? 

• Did you have role models? 

• What has been your best experience in working life? 
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• Tell us about your three strongest character traits, which is why you could be a 

good developer 

• Skills for development 

• Why do you want to develop? 

• Does the company have a development culture? 

• Is time allowed for development? 

• Is training for development? 

• How does a company ensure that people dare to share their development ideas 

and try them? 

• Does the company reward development? 

• In what ways do you see that the company could increase system development in 

business functions? 

• What kind of training would you like 

• What kind of opportunities would you miss? 

• How does the company view the idea of experimentation and failure? 

• Are companies considered by developers? 

• What tools are used for development? 

• Does IT play a role in civic development? 

• What kind of help do you need from technical experts? 

• What kind of implementations have you been able to do? 

• Ensures application lifecycle management in the enterprise 

• How do you ensure that your applications are secure? 

• In what kind of company would you think you would start as a civic developer? 

• What are your dreams for the future? 
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Appendix 3. Questions to Interviewee 4 

• Tell me about your background 

• How citizen development links to your work 

• How many solutions you do to your customers could be done by citizen 

developers? 

• Are you a citizen developer? 

• What tools did you use as a citizen developer? 

• What characters made you a good citizen developer? 

• Have you been able to talk openly about your ideas in the organizations you have 

worked at? 

• What would you see as IT's role in citizen development 

• How could citizen development become sustainable? 

• Is development part of your job? 

• What kind of work do you enjoy? 

• What has been your best experience at work? 

• What have been the skills that have made you a good citizen developer? 

• What trainings do you think would benefit citizen developers? 

• How could they demonstrate that they are citizen developers and do meaningful 

work? 

• How would you think organizational culture could support citizen development? 

• How would you motivate your subjects to become citizen developers if you were a 

supervisor? 

• What do you see as role models' role in spreading citizen development? 

• How would you start citizen development in a team? 

• What about collaboration with no citizen developers in a team?  

• What would you see citizen development required from company management? 

• How do you think the citizen developers benefit from? 

• What has been the best reward to you as a citizen developer? 

• Do you see that your clients' organizations have potential citizen developers? 

• What makes a citizen developer? 

• What is the actual benefit you have got from solutions you created as a citizen 

developer? 

• Has your development work been recognized? 

• How about the sustainability of citizen development? 
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Appendix 4. Questions for Laura Hannola 

• How can a company build a creative culture? 

• How can the need for continuous development of a company be sold to company 

management if they do not realize it themselves? 

• How does company management see grassroots workers' potential for the 

company? 

• How to get staff to produce ideas? 

• How do you get staff to try? 

• How is it used to help staff bring out, and understand, the value of their skills? 

• How do you get people to step into their area of discomfort and use tools they do 

not imagine they can use? 

• In what ways can the staff be motivated to develop? 

• In what way is it possible to motivate staff to develop? 

• How the company can enable continuous learning 

• What kind of experience do you have in using organizations based on strengths? 

• How to ensure learning from mistakes, not just at the individual level but also at 

the team and organizational levels? 

• How to enable staff autonomy in an old company 

• What is the role of company management in that? 

• How to enable leaders to be open to bottom-up thinking? 

• What is the easiest way to identify people who would be potential business 

developers? 

• How to ensure that silent people are also noticed? 

• How should people be rewarded for their progress? 

• How to create a psychologically safe team? 

• What benefits do you see in the digital transformation of a psychologically safe 

environment? 

• Ways to bring out to staff why they want to develop? 

• Tools for understanding staff 

• Effective ways to measure the employee experience 
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Appendix 5. Questions for Timo Paananen (Technical Architect) 

• Tell about yourself 

• So, what about the subject of citizen development? How familiar is it with the 

topic? 

• Who develops with low code platforms in your organization? 

• Can the business continue development after the connectors and APIs are added 

by IT? 

• How much do you know how much you are developing? Such not-so-complex 

solutions with some power platform or someone. 

• How then will those solutions show you? 

• Do you have any idea how to avoid a situation like this? (IT not knowing about a 

solution) 

• Would you see something prescribed and skills, for example, that a citizen should 

teach developers to make it sustainable? 

• What Low-code platforms do you have in use? 

• Is there a risk of someone using something but you do not know? 

• Do you see It would be more manageable for IT to choose the tools your 

organization can use? 

• What opportunities would you see that citizen development could bring to the 

company? 

• Do you have a view where IT can keep track of what implementations have been 

done? 

• What would you see that they would be able to develop even at the team level that 

work is not just their own. 

• How do you see then? Organization if you think about What does it take for an 

organization to succeed in developing a citizen? 

• How would you leave if you were the head of a company? How would you go 

about motivating people to become Citizen Developer? 

• How would you go about your organization taking citizen development forward? 

• How would you recognize potential citizen developers? 

• Citizen development is often quite invisible. So, what benefits would you see that it 

could be more visible than people talked about it more? 

• How to produce? That would ensure that these citizen developers did not end up 

leaving the company. 
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Appendix 6. Website Print Screens 
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Appendix 7. LinkedIn Group Print Screen 
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Appendix 8. Quiz Print Screens 
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